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Instructions
Time series that describe behavior of markets contain a mixture of trends and chaotic segments. The goal
of this thesis is to find whether a new indicator that is based on variables describing a measure of chaos (e.g.,
Hurst exponent) can be included into the technical analysis, and how much profit it can bring.
1. Get to know the problem and related papers.
2. Write a prototype in Matlab that analyses chaos properties of time series and uses strategies for generating
BUY- and SELL-signals.
3. Use methods of hypothesis testing to decide whether the generated BUY- and SELL-signals bring more
profit than standard indicators, e.g., MACD.
4. Evaluate and summarise the achieved  results.
This thesis is research oriented. 
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Abstrakt
Cˇasove´ rˇady popisuj´ıc´ı chova´n´ı trh˚u obsahuj´ı smeˇs trend˚u a chaoticky´ch u´sek˚u.
C´ılem te´to pra´ce je uka´zat, zda novy´ indika´tor, postaveny´ na ukazatel´ıch mı´ry
chaosu (naprˇ. Hurst exponent), je pouzˇitelny´ prˇi technicke´ anal´ıze a jaka´ je
jeho profitabilita v porovna´n´ı s ostatn´ımi parametry.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova cˇasove´ rˇady, obchodn´ı signa´ly, frakta´ln´ı dimenze, Hurst˚uv
exponent
Abstract
Time series that describe behavior of markets contain a mixture of trends and
chaotic segments. The goal of this thesis is to find whether a new indicator
that is based on variables describing a measure of chaos (e.g., Hurst exponent)
can be included into the technical analysis, and how much profit it can bring.
Keywords time series, trading signals, fractal dimension, Hurst exponent
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Chaos theory was developed to better describe the real world around us.
Present tools like Euclidean geometry are trying to fit our infinitely com-
plex world into few perfect and symmetrical forms. Which is good enough for
a rough approximation.
The Christmas tree really look like a triangle from a distance. Like on the
children’s drawings. But as we come closer, we discover trunk and network of
branches. All qualitatively similar to the overall shape of tree, but each differ-
ent. Brunches on brunches, gradually smaller with every new generation. Size
vary within each generation and every tree is different. Jet, you can recognize
the Christmas tree when you see it. Euclidean geometry can’t replicate the
Christmas tree. It can create approximation, that will always look artificial.
It can capture perceived symmetry of thee tree but not the underlying variety,
the actual structure of the tree.
This self-similarity quality (branches look one like another and they all
look quite like a tree itself, but still they are all different) is the defining
characteristics of fractal. Most natural structures, particularly living thing,
have this characteristics.
We can further extended this idea into our perception of time. Tradi-
tionally all events in time are considered either random and unpredictable or
deterministic and therefor perfectly predictable. In fractal time, randomness
and determinism can live together. Same, like within the tree with its outer
symmetrical shape and inner chaotic network of branches.
Newton saw, as the story says, falling apple and formulated the calculus
and the law of gravity. Darwin decided to go on journey and came up with
theory of evolution because of it. Coincidence, we could say. But, Leibniz
formulated the calculus independent on Newton in almost same time. Wallace
developed the theory of natural selection without knowing of Darwin’s work.
These discoveries were meant to happen. We can see it as a global determinism
and the way it happened as the local randomness. Again, like our tree.
This was supported by scientist who slowly left the idea of universe run-
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ning like a clockwork. First blow to this deterministic view of universe was
thermodynamics, which put an arrow on the time. In Newton’s formulas time
is reversible. Second blow was quantum mechanics and it’s description of mo-
lecular structure only by state of probability. It has become apparent, that
global determinism and local randomness are characterization of most nat-
ural systems and these two contrary states has to coexist. Finally, the third
blow to Newtonian determinism is theory of chaos with fractals where this is
possible. Determinism gives us natural laws and randomness innovation and
variety.
This new thinking also required new mathematics. Compared to Euclidean
geometry, where everything is simple, elegant and provable, fractals are ex-
plored by numerical experiments. We generate solution using computer and
explore it’s implications. This new approach is not yet fully accepted by all
mathematician. It seems counterintuitive and imprecise.
The following example of mathematical experiment was used in Chaos and
Order in the Capital markets by Peters [69]. Originally devised by Barnesly
(1988) [5]. Firs draw a triangle and mark each top of the triangle by numbers
(1,2), (3,4) and (5,6). Than pick a random point inside or outside of the
triangle and label it P. Roll a fair die and draw a point halfway from P to
the top of triangle labeled with the number you rolled. than repeat the same
from end of this line. Repeat this 10000 times, throw out first 50 lines and
you’ll get Sierpinski triangle (see figure 1.1). It is infinite number of triangles
encapsulated in large triangle. This self similarity is an important, although
not only one, characteristics of fractals.
Chaos game will always produce Sierpinski triangle as a result, despite the
fact that two random factors are present. First is the choice of starting point
and the second is the dice roll. It’s impossible to predict actual sequence of
points. Yet, all points within the large triangle has different chance of being
drawn. The empty spaces has zero chance and points outlining each triangle
has greater chance. Local randomness does not mean equal probability of all
possible solutions and also it does not mean independence. Each point is fully
dependent on it’s predecessor. Fractal statistics will therefore be different
from Gaussian.
We mention Fractal a lot. But what is it? There is no mathematical
definition of the term Fractal until today. We know it when we see it, but we
have a hard time describing it. Not even Benoit Mandelbrot, father of fractal
geometry, developed precise formula.
Fractals have some characteristics and properties that can be measured.
Most significant is self-similarity, parts are somehow related to whole. This
self-similarity can be precise, like triangles in Sierpinski triangle (see figure
1.1) or qualitative. Qualitative similarity is when object or process is similar
in different scale, spatial or temporal, statistically. The precise from of simil-
arity exist only mathematically. Self-similarity makes Fractal scale-invariant.
Another significant characteristics is Fractal dimension.
2
Figure 1.1: Sierpinski triangle [16]
Followings are some definitions found on the Internet.
1. https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/fractal
noun
a complicated pattern in mathematics built from simple re-
peated shapes that are reduced in size every time they are
repeated.
2. http://www.dictionary.com/browse/fractal
noun, Mathematics, Physics.
a geometrical or physical structure having an irregular or frag-
mented shape at all scales of measurement between a greatest
and smallest scale such that certain mathematical or physical
properties of the structure, as the perimeter of a curve or the
flow rate in a porous medium, behave as if the dimensions of
the structure (fractal dimensions) are greater than the spatial
dimensions.
3
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3. http://fractalfoundation.org/resources/what-are-fractals
A fractal is a never-ending pattern. Fractals are infinitely
complex patterns that are self-similar across different scales.
They are created by repeating a simple process over and over
in an ongoing feedback loop. Driven by recursion, fractals are
images of dynamic systems – the pictures of Chaos. Geomet-
rically, they exist in between our familiar dimensions. Fractal
patterns are extremely familiar, since nature is full of fractals.
For instance: trees, rivers, coastlines, mountains, clouds, sea-
shells, hurricanes, etc. Abstract fractals – such as the Man-
delbrot Set – can be generated by a computer calculating a
simple equation over and over.
4. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Fractal.html
A fractal is an object or quantity that displays self-similarity,
in a somewhat technical sense, on all scales. The object need
not exhibit exactly the same structure at all scales, but the
same ”type” of structures must appear on all scales. A plot
of the quantity on a log-log graph versus scale then gives
a straight line, whose slope is said to be the fractal dimen-
sion. The prototypical example for a fractal is the length of a
coastline measured with different length rulers. The shorter
the ruler, the longer the length measured, a paradox known
as the coastline paradox.
Euclidean geometry has dimensions that are integers. Line is one dimen-
sional, plane two dimensional and solids are three dimensional. Even hyper-
dimensions developed later are integers. For example when Einstein added
time as a 4th dimension. Peters [68] used wiﬄe ball to show problem of this
concept. Wiﬄe ball is hollow ball with holes in it. By definition, it’s not the
solid and only solids are truly three dimensional in Euclidean geometry. So,
wiffel ball is less then solid but obviously, it’s more thane plane. It resides in
three dimensions, it has width, height and length. It’s dimension is somewhere
between two and three. It’s non integer dimension.
Fractal dimension describes how the object fills it’s space and characterize
the structure at different scale. The physical fractals scale in space, time
series scale statistically in time. Fractal dimension of time series measure
how straight the line is. Straight line has fractal dimension of 1 and random
walk has 1.5. If the fractal dimension is between 1 and 1.5, the time series
is more than a line and less than a random walk. This can help us to better
understand the process behind the time series. If it’s more deterministic or
more random. Also the statistics would be different from Gaussian for all
process with fractal dimension different from 1.5.
Some methods for calculating fractal dimensions are listed in Methods
chapter.
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What does it all have to do with economics? Scientist have used to uses
a Brownian movement to model complex processes with multiple degree of
freedom. Gaussian statistics is well known and probabilities can be easily
calculated. But this assumes each outcome to be independent on each other.
Markets continue to be modeled like this until today. Investment and trading
is equate with gambling.
Markets are assume to be efficient, that’s all available information is reflec-
ted in current price of asset, to achieve the independence Gaussian statistics
require. Only the random, speculative component is left out to be modeled.
If the returns are not normally distributed, then we may under or over es-
timating our profits and risks, considering standard deviation as a measure of
risk.
Figure 1.2 show that later is true and market returns are not normally
distributed. Both distributions, 5 days and 90 days, have higher peak and
fatter tail. It means, that the chance of large event’s occurring is much higher
than normal distribution implies. Greater than tree times standard deviation
events occur almost five times more often. Also, the 5 days traders face the
same amount of six sigma events like a 90 days investors in their investment
horizon. The risk is virtually the same. Fat-tailed distribution is often evid-
ence of long memory nonlinear stochastic process [68]. Again, we see local
randomness and global determinism.
Figure 1.2: Down Jones Industrials, frequency distribution of returns 1888 -
1991 [68]
The fact, that markets don’t follow the random walk and local randomness
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along with global determinism can be observed, led Peters [68] to formulate
Fractal Market Hypothesis (FMT) as followed:
1. The market is stable when it consist of investors covering
large number of investment horizons. This ensure that there
is ample liquidity for trades.
2. The information set is more related to market sentiment and
technical factors in short term than in long term. As invest-
ment horizon increase, longer-term fundamental information
dominates.
3. If an event occurs that makes the validity of fundamental in-
formation questionable, long-term investors either stop parti-
cipating in the market or begin trading based on short-term
information set. When the overall investment horizon of the
market shrink to uniform level, the market becomes unstable.
There are no long-term investors to stabilize the market by
offering liquidity to short-term investors.
4. Prices reflect a combination of short-term technical trading
and long-term fundamental valuation, or ”noisier”, than long-
term trades. The underlying trend in the market is reflective
of changes in expected earnings, based on the changing eco-
nomics environment. Short-term trends are more likely the
result of crowd behavior. There is no reason to believe that
the length of short-term tends is related to the long-term eco-
nomic trend.
5. If a security has no ties to the economic cycle, then there
will be no longterm trend. Trading, liquidity, and short-term
information will dominate.
This fractal characteristic of markets made us believe, that using tools
from the chaos toolbox can have positive impact on trading strategies.
6
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Related work
The topic Fractals and Markets is covered by very interesting and famous
publication. Financial data have intuitively a fractal nature. Time series of
prices in 15 minutes interval have a very similar shape like time series of daily
close prices.
In his book [64], Mandelbrot collected his papers on the application of the
Hurst exponent to financial time series.
Both Peters’s books [68], [69] explain and discuss the Hurst exponent and
its calculation using the rescaled range analysis (R/S analysis). Conclusions
of Peters support the idea that there is indeed local randomness and a global
structure in the financial market.This is described also in [70]. Unfortunately,
Peters only applies Hurst exponent estimation to a few time series and does
not discuss the accuracy of Hurst exponent calculation for sets of stock prices.
In the book [63], long-memory processes in stock market prices is discussed.
But the authors, Lo and MacKinlay, do not find long-term memory in stock
market return data sets they examined.
The work [47] applies the Hurst exponent to the analysis of corporate
profits.
Methods that compute fractal dimension or Hurst exponent are described
in overview in [52]. The problem is that all of them are estimators and deliver
value that differ. One improvement of the R/S analysis is proposed in [62],
and it is criticized in [73].
In his book [69], Peters suggests that a Hurst exponent value H (0.5 <
H < 1.0) shows that the efficient market hypothesis is incorrect. Returns are
not randomly distributed, there is some underlying predictability.
We investigated the topic of fractal dimension in markets in our paper [60]
and compared the fuzzy and fractal technology.
The books and papers cited above have been written by professionals in
statistics, and their goal was to investigate statistical entities. In our paper,
we do not solve problems of statistics and the predictability question.
7
2. Related work
Our goal is to investigate the impact of changes of the Hurst exponent on
trading strategies. We did not find papers discussing exactly this topic.
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Chapter 3
Methods
In this chapter methods needed to develop and test our new technical indic-
ator for a market’s trends are disscused. Therefore, a first section is dedicated
to technical analysis, it’s presumptions and difference from fundamental ana-
lysis. We touched this topic at introduction where FMH propose valuation of
information based on investment horizons.
Following section’s topic is Smooth. Smoothing or filtering was used to
set the trading frequency and avoid unwanted ”noise” to better up the output
of our new indicator. Filter was one of the last component added into our
mixture and it proved to be one of the key parameters to set.
At first, we worked only with daily Close price of DAX and NASDAQ
stocks. This led us nowhere, so we started to use Returns for N days, where
N was another key parameter to set for a right performance. What the Return
is and how is it calculated is shown in section Return N days.
To test performance of our new algorithm we used concurrent strategies
Buy&Hold and MACD. One section is dedicated to each one of them. Here
we also mention Omniscient trader, theoretical concept of almighty investor
who knows the very best time to buy and sell every time it comes. This give
us an idea of maximal possible outcome from trading.
At last but not least we describe methods from chaos toolbox used in this
work. We tested two implementations of Hurst index estimator.
3.1 Technical analysis
There are two primary methods used to analyze securities and make invest-
ment decisions: fundamental analysis and technical analysis. Fundamental
analysis involves analyzing a company’s financial statements to determine the
fair value of the business, while technical analysis assumes that a security’s
price already reflects all publicly-available information and instead focuses on
the statistical analysis of price movements [4].
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There are many different forms of technical analysis: Some rely on chart
patterns, others use technical indicators and oscillators, and most use a com-
bination of techniques. In any case, technical analysts’ exclusive use of histor-
ical price and volume data. Unlike fundamental analysts, technical analysts
don’t concern themselves with a stock’s valuation – the only thing that mat-
ters are past trading data and what information the data might provide about
future price movements. [3]
Technical analysis is based on three assumptions:
1. Human behavior is often erratic and driven by emotions.
Technical analysis can be thought of as the study of collective investor
psychology or sentiment. Prices in any freely traded market are set by
human beings or their automated proxies (such as computerized trad-
ing programs), and price is set at the equilibrium between supply and
demand at any instant in time. Various fundamental theorists have pro-
posed that markets are efficient and rational, but technicians believe
that humans are often irrational and emotional and that they tend to
behave similarly in similar circumstances. [2]
2. Market tends and patterns reflect irrational human beahvior.
Although fundamental data are key inputs in the determination of value,
these data are analyzed by humans, who may be driven, at least par-
tially, by factors other than rational factors. Human behavior is often
erratic and driven by emotion in many aspects of one’s life, so techni-
cians conclude that it is unreasonable to believe that investing is the one
exception where humans always behave rationally. Technicians believe
that market trends and patterns reflect this irrational human behavior.
Thus, technical analysis is the study of market trends or patterns. And
technicians believe the trends and patterns tend to repeat themselves
and are, therefore, somewhat predictable. So, technicians rely on the
recognition of patterns that have occurred in the past in an attempt to
project future patterns of security prices. [2]
3. Trends and patterns repeat themselves and are thus predictable.
Market participants use many inputs and analytical tools before trading.
Technical analysts believe that emotions play a role. Investors with a
favorable fundamental view may nonetheless sell a financial instrument
for other reasons, including pessimistic investor sentiment, margin calls,
and requirements for their capital—for example, to pay for a child’s
college tuition. Technicians do not care why market participants are
buying or selling, just that they are doing so. [2]
3.2 Smooth
For a data filtering the smooth function of Matlab was used.
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yy = smooth(y) smooths the data in the column vector y using a moving
average filter. Results are returned in the column vector yy. The default span
for the moving average is 5.
The first few elements of yy are given by
yy(1) = y(1)
yy(2) = (y(1) + y(2) + y(3))/3
yy(3) = (y(1) + y(2) + y(3) + y(4) + y(5))/5
yy(4) = (y(2) + y(3) + y(4) + y(5) + y(6))/5
. . .
yy = smooth(y,span) sets the span of the moving average to span. span
must be odd.
yy = smooth(y,method) smooths the data in y using the method method
and the default span. Supported values for method are listed below.
1. ’moving’ - Moving average (default). A lowpass filter with filter coeffi-
cients equal to the reciprocal of the span.
2. ’lowess’ - Local regression using weighted linear least squares and a 1st
degree polynomial model
3. ’loess’ - Local regression using weighted linear least squares and a 2nd
degree polynomial model
4. ’sgolay’ - Savitzky-Golay filter. A generalized moving average with filter
coefficients determined by an unweighted linear least-squares regression
and a polynomial model of specified degree (default is 2). The method
can accept nonuniform predictor data.
5. ’rlowess’ - A robust version of ’lowess’ that assigns lower weight to out-
liers in the regression. The method assigns zero weight to data outside
six mean absolute deviations.
6. ’rloess’ - A robust version of ’loess’ that assigns lower weight to outliers
in the regression. The method assigns zero weight to data outside six
mean absolute deviations.
yy = smooth(y,span,method) sets the span of method to span. For the
loess and lowess methods, span is a percentage of the total number of data
points, less than or equal to 1. For the moving average and Savitzky-Golay
methods, span must be odd (an even span is automatically reduced by 1).
yy = smooth(y,’sgolay’,degree) uses the Savitzky-Golay method with poly-
nomial degree specified by degree.
yy = smooth(y,span,’sgolay’,degree) uses the number of data points spe-
cified by span in the Savitzky-Golay calculation. span must be odd and degree
must be less than span.
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yy = smooth(x,y,. . . ) additionally specifies x data. If x is not provided,
methods that require x data assume x = 1:length(y). You should specify x
data when it is not uniformly spaced or sorted. If x is not uniform and you
do not specify method, lowess is used. If the smoothing method requires x to
be sorted, the sorting occurs automatically (see figure 3.1)[15].
Figure 3.1: Smooth function [15]
3.3 Return N days
Return is profit on an investment. It can be absolute, measured in Dolars for
example or relative, described as a percentage of investment portfolio.
Most financial models do not attempt to model close prices, but instead
deal with returns on the instrument (a stock, for example). This is heavily
reflected in the literature of finance and economics [13]. The return is the
profit or loss in buying a share of stock, holding it for some period of time and
then selling it. The most common way to calculate a return is the log return.
This is shown in equation 3.1, which calculates the log return for a share of
stock that is purchased and held delta days and then sold. Here price(i+ n)
and price(i) are the prices at time i+ n (when we sell the stock) and i (when
we purchased the stock, n days ago).
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Equations 3.1 and 3.2 yield similar results. We used later, although fin-
ance literature use mostly the log return.
return(i+ n) = log(price(i+ n))− log(price(i)) (3.1)
return(i+ n) =
price(i+ n)− price(i)
price(i)
(3.2)
3.4 Buy&Hold
Buy and hold is a passive investment strategy in which an investor buys stocks
and holds them for a long period of time, regardless of fluctuations in the mar-
ket. An investor who employs a buy-and-hold strategy actively selects stocks
using fundamental analysis and evaluating it’s intrinsic value, by examining re-
lated economic, financial and other qualitative and quantitative factors. But
once in a position, is not concerned with short-term price movements and
technical indicators [27]. Buy&Hold strategy don’t generate additional cost
in trading fees like other trading strategies that employ more active approach
with higher portion of buys and sells.
3.5 MACD
Moving Average Convergence / Divergence (MACD) is one of the basic tech-
nical trend indicators. As it’s name suggests, it follows moving averages, it’s
convergence and divergence. Indicator MACD was originally developed by
Gerald Appel at 1960. He used tree exponential moving averages (EMA).
Difference between first two EMAs with length 12 and 26 makes MACD.
MACD = EMA(12)− EMA(26) (3.3)
To indicate buy and sell signals, third EMA with length 9 is used. This
makes signal line.
Signal = EMA(9) (3.4)
Readability of indicator was improved by Thomas Aspray at 1986 who
showed MACD as a histogram.
Histogram = MACD − Signal (3.5)
Although, the original settings 12-26-9 is widely used, some other config-
uration became popular as well, 5-34-7 is one of them. In principle, first two
EMAs should follow market cycles. First EMA should be set at one quarter
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of dominant instruments cycle and the second one at one half. Third EMA
doesn’t follow the cycle at all.
Sell signal is generated when the MACD line cross the signal line from up
side down. Buy signal is generated when MACD line cross the signal line from
down side up (see Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: MACD [12]
3.6 Omniscient trader
Omniscient trader is theoretical concept of almighty investor who knows the
very best time to buy and sell every time. Using this model, we can calcu-
late maximum possible profit from given security. Knowing the maximum
possible profit gives us clear picture of how efficient are our current trading
strategies and how much room for improvement do we have. Trading activities
of Omniscient trader are shown at figure 3.3 on Adidas stock.
3.7 Hurst
The Long-Term Storage Capacity of Reservoirs was the name of the paper
where hydrologist H. E. Hurst (1900 - 1978) in 1951 firs published his new
statistical methodology for separating random time series from fractal time
series. This method was developed during his work on Nile River Dam Project.
In fractal geometry, the generalized Hurst exponent has been denoted by
H or Hq in honor of both Harold Edwin Hurst and Ludwig Otto Ho¨lder
(1859–1937) by Benoˆıt Mandelbrot (1924–2010) [30]. H is directly related to
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Figure 3.3: Test03 Adidas Omniscience trader, detail
fractal dimension, D, and is a measure of a data series randomness [31] This
relation is shown in equation 3.6.
D = 2−H (3.6)
Theory says, that H = 0.50 indicate independent process. This doesn’t
mean just Gaussian process, but also process like Student-t, or gamma, or any
other shape. R/S is nonparametric and there is no requirement for the shape
of underlying distribution.
0.50 < H ≤ 1.00 indicates persistent time series with long memory. What
happens today impacts the future. This long memory occurs regardless of time
scale. Daily changes are correlated with all future daily changes and weekly
changes will correlate with all future weekly changes. No characteristics time
scale is is the key characteristics of fractal time series [68].
0.00 ≤ H < 0.50 indicates antipersistent system. It covers less distance
than a random one.
A number of estimators have been proposed in the literature. The oldest
and best-known is the rescaled range (R/S) analysis popularized by Mandel-
brot and Wallis[30][36] based on Hurst findings [28]. Alternatives include DFA,
Periodogram regression [37], aggregated variances [38], local Whittle’s estim-
ator [39], wavelet analysis [40][41], both in the time domain and frequency
domain.
3.7.1 Definition
This definition is taken from wikipedia but it’s in line with Peters and others.
The Hurst exponent, H, is defined in terms of the asymptotic behavior of the
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rescaled range as a function of the time span of a time series as follows [33]
[34].
E
[
R(n)
S(n)
]
= CnH as n→∞ (3.7)
where:
• R(n) is the range of the first n values, and S(n) is their standard devi-
ation
• E [x] is the expected value
• n is the time span of the observation (number of data points in a time
series)
• C is a constant
3.7.2 Rescaled range (R/S) analysis
To estimate the Hurst exponent, one must first estimate the dependence of
the rescaled range on the time span n of observation [34]. A time series
of full length N is divided into a number of shorter time series of length
n = N,N/2, N/4, . . . The average rescaled range is then calculated for each
value of n.
For a (partial) time series of length n,X = X1, X2, . . . , Xn, the rescaled
range is calculated as follows [33][34]:
m =
n∑
i=1
Xi (3.8)
Yt = Xt −m , for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (3.9)
Zt =
t∑
i=1
Yi , for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (3.10)
R(n) = max(Z1, Z2, Z3, . . . , Zn)−min(Z1, Z2, Z3, . . . , Zn) (3.11)
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S(n) =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(Xi −m)2 (3.12)
The Hurst exponent is estimated by fitting the power law 3.7 to the data.
This can be done by plotting
log
[
R(n)
S(n)
]
(3.13)
as a function of log(n), and fitting a straight line. The slope of the line gives
H (a more principled approach fits the power law in a maximum-likelihood
fashion [42]). Such a graph is called a pox plot. However, this approach
is known to produce biased estimates of the power-law exponent. For small
n there is a significant deviation from the 0.5 slope. Anis and Lloyd [43]
estimated the theoretical (i.e., for white noise) values of the R/S statistic to
be [1]:
E
[
R(n)
S(n)
]
=

Γ(n−12 )√
piΓ(n2 )
∑n−1
i=1
√
n−i
i for n ≤ 340
1√
npi
2 (
n
2 )
∑n−1
i=1
√
n−i
i for n > 340
(3.14)
3.7.3 Accuracy of Hurst Exponent Estimators
We had in hand two implementation of Hurst’s rescale analysis algorithms.
One, written by Rafal Weron 2011 and the other one written by Ian Kaplan
2003. We needed to select one as core function for our indicator and select
the right configuration for it. To do that, we tested both functions of datasets
with known Hurst exponent. Data sets are listed below.
1. brown72 with H = 0.72 [69].
2. fgn8 with H = 0.80
Rafal Weron’s algorithm have a box size d as a parameter and returns
uncorrelated Hal, empirical He and theoretical Hurst exponent Ht. It also
returns confidence interval 95% pval95. Question was, which one of output
exponents should we use, Hal, He or Ht? What box size d should we set?
And how little data do we need to get still believable result. Table 3.1 show
the results of Weron’s algorithm on dataset brown72 (H = 0.72) for a different
box size d. Table 3.3 show the same for a second data set, fgn8 (H = 0.80).
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From the results we fixed d = 8 as best settings and tryed algorithm with
different data size n = 1024, 512, 256, . . . , 32 table 3.5 show the results on
dataset brown72 and the table 3.7 on dataset fgn8. To shrink the data set
size we picked every second (n = 512), forth (n = 256), eighth (n = 128),
sixteenth (n = 64) and thirty second member (n = 32) hoping, that by doing
so we didn’t change its Hurst exponent much from it’s original level.
Kaplan’s implementation of R/S analysis have no input parameter apart
from tested data. Also, it only give one output, exponent H. So, the testing
was a bit easier. We tested only different size of datasets. Table 3.9 show the
results with the brown72 dataset (H = 0.72) and table 3.11 show the results
with the fgn8 dataset (H = 0.80).
Weron’s implementation show better results. The empirical He is right
on spot with box size d = 8 and all available data. We can say that box size
affect the result much less than size of the dataset, where undoubtedly bigger
is better.
Table 3.1: Weron on Brown72 (H = 0.72), different d
n d Hal He Ht pval95
1024 2 0.63 0.76 0.62 [0.35,0.64]
1024 4 0.64 0.74 0.60 [0.35,0.64]
1024 8 0.66 0.73 0.57 [0.35,0.64]
1024 16 0.66 0.72 0.56 [0.35,0.64]
1024 32 0.67 0.71 0.54 [0.35,0.64]
1024 64 0.67 0.70 0.54 [0.35,0.64]
1024 128 0.77 0.79 0.53 [0.35,0.64]
1024 254 0.83 0.85 0.52 [0.35,0.64]
Table 3.2: *
n - sample size, d - box size, Hal - uncorrelated, He- empirical and Ht - theoretical
Hurst exponent, pval95 confidence interval 95%
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Table 3.3: Weron on fgn8 (H = 0.80), different d
n d Hal He Ht pval95
1024 2 0.68 0.81 0.62 [0.35,0.64]
1024 4 0.70 0.80 0.60 [0.35,0.64]
1024 8 0.72 0.79 0.57 [0.35,0.64]
1024 16 0.73 0.78 0.56 [0.35,0.64]
1024 32 0.74 0.78 0.54 [0.35,0.64]
1024 64 0.73 0.76 0.54 [0.35,0.64]
1024 128 0.54 0.56 0.53 [0.35,0.64]
1024 254 0.48 0.49 0.52 [0.35,0.64]
Table 3.4: *
n - sample size, d - box size, Hal - uncorrelated, He- empirical and Ht - theoretical
Hurst exponent, pval95 confidence interval 95%
Table 3.5: Weron on Brown72 (H = 0.72), different n
n d Hal He Ht pval95
1024 8 0.66 0.73 0.57 [0.35,0.64]
512 8 0.60 0.68 0.58 [0.29,0.70]
256 8 0.53 0.63 0.60 [0.19,0.79]
128 8 0.41 0.50 0.61 [-0.02,0.98]
64 8 0.48 0.60 0.64 [-0.44,1.35]
32 8 0.40 0.54 0.67 [-1.56,2.35]
Table 3.6: *
n - sample size, d - box size, Hal - uncorrelated, He- empirical and Ht - theoretical
Hurst exponent, pval95 confidence interval 95%
Table 3.7: Weron on fgn8 (H = 0.80), different n
n d Hal He Ht pval95
1024 8 0.72 0.79 0.57 [0.35,0.64]
512 8 0.67 0.75 0.58 [0.29,0.70]
256 8 0.62 0.73 0.60 [0.19,0.79]
128 8 0.63 0.75 0.61 [-0.02,0.98]
64 8 0.63 0.79 0.64 [-0.44,1.35]
32 8 0.75 0.99 0.67 [-1.56,2.35]
Table 3.8: *
n - sample size, d - box size, Hal - uncorrelated, He- empirical and Ht - theoretical
Hurst exponent, pval95 confidence interval 95%
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Table 3.9: Kaplan on Brown72 (H = 0.72), different n
n H slopeError
1024 0.73 0.011
512 0.70 0.006
256 0.60 0.022
128 0.49 0.046
64 0.43 0.082
32 0.29 0.114
Table 3.10: *
n - sample size, H - Hurst exponent, slopeError
Table 3.11: Kaplan on fgn8 (H = 0.80), different n
n H slopeError
1024 0.75 0.019
512 0.70 0.029
256 0.61 0.062
128 0.69 0.026
64 0.63 0.072
32 0.70 0.137
Table 3.12: *
n - sample size, H - Hurst exponent, slopeError
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Chapter 4
Implementation
Prototype of the application that analyses the time series using Hurst exponent
and generating BUY- and SELL-signals was developed in Matlab.
Goal was to develop system where independent test can be created, run
and re-run if necessary and the results are stored into csv files for further
evaluation. Although tests are independent, they compose of the same com-
ponents. These components are packed into functions that are shared among
all tests.
Main unit is a testN script that manage loading data and store aggregated
test results. Test itself is manager by function profitUsingReturnsAndHurstN
that applies different strategies and stores each individual result. This two are
unique all other features are wrapped into functions and shared among profit-
UsingReturnsAndHurstN functions. Usually one profitUsingReturnsAndHurstN
function is shared between two tests, one for DAX and the other for NASDAQ
stocks.
Some of the functions were implemented for this work (testN, profitUs-
ingReturnsAndHurstN, buyAndHold, returnNdays, movingHurst), others are
Matlab toolbox or taken over from previous work on similar topic. Some
function had to be reimplemented from other language like myHurst function
by Ian Kaplan 2003 was reimplemented from C++. Hurst function by Ra-
fal Weron 2011 had to be fixed for better stability. It crashed for datasets
that has two or more same local minimums or maximums in them. Function
struct2csv was modified to write array of structures into csv file, previously it
writes only single structure into csv file.
From two available R/S analysis implementations we choose the Ian Ka-
plan’s function mainly for it’s better performance, thought lower computation
time. Weron’s implementation, on the other side, far more accurate. Indic-
ator was designed to monitor differences in Hurst exponent on different data
windows. Accuracy was therefor not a problem when the results and the error
was stable. Performance was a problem, we tested lots of configuration before
getting somewhere. Over all, tests generated over 4 millions results. Testing of
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one configuration often took more than couple of hours on personal computer.
4.1 Requirements
Requirements for the program where few:
1. Program Hurst based indicator for BUYs and SELLs.
2. Test it with other conventional methods.
3. Allow to re-run all the test.
4. Collect data for a later evaluation.
5. Non-functional, make it possible on personal computer in reasonable
time.
Only use case for this application is to run tests and store results into csv
files figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Use case
4.2 Structure
To describe structure of function based program we couldn’t find proper nota-
tion. That’s why we modified UML’s class diagram notation into our function
dependency diagram. At top of the box is the name of function. Below the
line are functions parameters and at the bottom are responsibilities of each
function. Multiplicity along the call lines show the reader following:
• 0 at calling function side indicate that called function is independent on
calling function. In Matlab it can mean that the function is declared
separately in its on file and can be used without calling function.
• n at calling function side indicate that calling function exist in more
than one version, notice N (version number placeholder) in the name of
those functions in figure 4.2
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• 0..x (where x is 1, 2 . . . n) at called side indicates that the call is not man-
datory but optional depending on configuration, algorithms evaluation
path or for other reasons.
• 1 at called side indicates that the call is made one, with one configura-
tion, one set of prarameters
• n (where n > 1) at called side indicates that the call is made more than
once with different configuration, different version of same function and
so on.
Arrows at call lines directs from calling to called function, if this can be
mistaken.
Let focus now on the structure of presented program. Main unit is the
TestN . Each test has it’s own original file (version) Test 03 - Test 33. This
main function loads the test time series, DAX or NASDAQ stock using im-
portIndexFile or importStockFile functions. Runs the test on each stock us-
ing profitUsingReturnAndHurstN function and stores the resultusing struct-
ToCsv function to write Matlab structure into *.csv file. ProfitUsingRe-
turnAndHurstN functions is the core function of the program. Here, the main
logic of the indicatr (each version is written). It trades on given stock data
and compares the result with other known methods, MACD, Buy & Hold and
Omniscient trader. Important function is the movingHurst. It can calculate
Hurst exponent time series where each point is Hurst exponent for a past n
days window, where n is sampleSize parameter of the function.
All the functions, it’s responsibilities and dependencies are shown in func-
tion dependency diagram in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Function dependency diagram
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Results
The goal of this work was to develop a new technical indicator that is based
on Hurst exponent evaluating method and compare it with other existing and
already used technical indicators like MACD and investment strategy Buy
& Hold. Additionally, the theoretical indicator with the best possible profit,
Omniscient trader was used for a compaction. All methods are described in
chapter Methods 3.
The idea was to start with statical levels for a generating BUY and SELL
signals. Once the Hurst exponent signal line cross the BUY level from bottom
up, the BUY signal is generated. Once the Hurst exponent signal line cross
the SELL level from up down, the SELL signal is generated. First task was
to prove that such a BUY and SELL level exists with knowledge of all data
in section 5.1.1.
When we learned that such levels can be found. We tried to develop
methods that would use past trading data to find the levels for BUY and
SELL and then apply them on new data, generating profit. This cen be found
in section 5.1.2. We tried different length of teach and test periods from half
by half cut to 100 days piece for a teaching and another 100 days piece for
a testing. We coudn’t find any combination that would outperformed the
traditional Buy & Hold strategy.
Next step was to introduce some kind of dynamical system that would use
recent history to indicate BUY and SELL points. We used MACD mechanism
and use one fast Hurst exponent line and one slow Hurst exponent line that
cross each other and generate BUY and SELL signal at each crossing. This
prove to be a successful approach and two winning test one for a DAX and
one for NASDAQ are presented in section 5.1.3.
Detailed description of all tests can be found in appendix D along with
the list of all the data and time period. DAX stock is listed here C.0.1 and
NASDAQ here C.0.2.
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5.1 Experiments
5.1.1 Prove of concept
First working hypothesis was: Such levels BUY and SELL can be found, that
when crossed by Moving Hurst line, signals BUY and SELL are generated.
Following those signal in trade would create more profit than conventional
investment strategies.
Before hunting for a self teaching algorithm, we wanted to know if this
is possible to achieve with knowledge of all date. Brute force method was
introduced and such levels found, see picture figure 5.1 BUY signal is generated
when signal line cross BUY level from bottom up. SELL signal is generated
when signal line cross SELL level from up down.
Goal was to set BUY and SELL level to maximize the profit and top-
up MACD and Buy & Hold strategy. All history was used for a training.
Levels found by the test generated more profit then other competing strategies
MACD and Buy & Hold. Omniscient trader will always be better then any
other strategy from principle of this indicator.
• test03 DAX table 5.1 table 5.3
average profit Omniscient trader: 1629.8
average profit Buy& Hold: 41.6
average profit MACD: 25.8
average profit Hurst: 81.6
• test04 NASDAQ table 5.7
average profit Omniscient trader: 1015.6
average profit Buy& Hold: 45.1
average profit MACD: 7.5
average profit Hurst: 72.7
5.1.2 Teach and test
The idea was to use part of the data for a training and then use level BUY
and level SELL on the rest of the data to generate profit using same BUY
and SELL signals like in prove of concept test. We tried to split data in half
and use firs half for a training and the other half for a testing. Then we tried
smaller and smaller pieces up to 100 days long piece for a training and 100
days piece for a trading. Unfortunately, no combination of teach and test
period that would be more successful than Buy & Hold strategy was found .
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Table 5.1: Test 03 DAX
Name OT B&H Hurst T Gain Lost Tg Tl Lt Lv
Adidas-A1EWWW.txt 1035.9 73.8 98.4 32 135.9 -37.6 22 10 0.8 0.7
Allianz-840400.txt 5251.1 -4.2 31.3 46 501.7 -470.4 25 21 0.79 0.74
BASF-BASF11.txt 956.9 59.4 62.5 2 62.5 0.0 2 0 0.6 0.54
BMW-519000.txt 1302.1 62.4 71.0 3 84.2 -13.2 2 1 0.56 0.52
Bayer-BAY001.txt 1270.9 69.6 109.8 77 180.6 -70.9 50 27 0.78 0.77
Beiersdorf-520000.txt 1021.2 56.0 69.8 319 120.0 -50.3 54 38 0.5 0.75
Commerzbank-0BK100.txt 4164.8 -102.5 180.3 42 577.4 -397.1 21 21 0.79 0.73
Continental-543900.txt 1611.1 110.3 146.5 105 242.6 -96.1 27 15 0.5 0.68
Daimler-710000.txt 1645.8 24.9 34.3 3 77.1 -42.8 2 1 0.74 0.51
Dt-Bank-514000.txt 1922.5 2.3 22.1 3 71.5 -49.4 2 1 0.68 0.51
Dt-Boerse-581005.txt 1176.0 34.1 83.9 34 169.8 -85.9 25 9 0.79 0.73
Dt-Post-555200.txt 326.2 0.7 33.5 351 63.0 -29.5 46 28 0.5 0.8
Dt-Telekom-555750.txt 708.6 -7.5 10.7 63 98.4 -87.7 29 34 0.8 0.78
EON-ENAG99.txt 621.5 2.8 26.6 80 76.3 -49.6 40 39 0.8 0.77
FMC-578580.txt 820.5 33.6 30.1 6 49.7 -19.6 3 3 0.77 0.6
Fresenius-578563.txt 1372.5 110.4 114.3 5 118.5 -4.2 4 1 0.64 0.59
Heidelberger-604700.txt 1787.1 15.0 136.4 32 208.1 -71.7 18 14 0.8 0.69
Henkel-604843.txt 838.0 67.1 69.5 33 83.5 -14.0 25 8 0.73 0.69
KaS-0SAG88.txt 798.8 15.9 53.1 61 119.3 -66.3 29 32 0.8 0.76
Linde-648300.txt 1918.1 108.3 146.0 752 262.0 -116.0 69 49 0.5 0.8
Lufthansa-823212.txt 542.3 3.3 7.6 3 14.9 -7.3 2 1 0.74 0.51
Merck-659990.txt 1673.0 88.0 102.3 54 193.2 -90.9 35 18 0.8 0.74
Muenchener-843002.txt 4898.4 65.8 212.7 49 511.8 -299.1 33 15 0.76 0.73
RWE-703712.txt 1339.7 -3.9 64.5 329 176.7 -112.2 41 29 0.5 0.77
SAP-716460.txt 1359.9 49.0 57.2 3 57.2 0.0 3 0 0.75 0.51
Siemens-723610.txt 2180.4 58.7 113.7 70 269.7 -156.0 39 31 0.77 0.75
Thyssen-750000.txt 784.8 5.8 29.7 689 106.8 -77.1 51 43 0.5 0.8
Volkswagen-766403.txt 2306.5 165.2 167.2 3 167.2 0.0 3 0 0.59 0.56
Average 1629.8 41.6 81.6 116 171.4 -89.8 25 17 0.69 0.68
Table 5.2: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, Gains - Total gain, Lost - Total
lost, Tg - no. of gain transactions, Tl - no. of lost transactions, Lt - level
BUY, Lv - Level SELL
Table 5.3: Test 03 DAX index
Name OT B&H Hurst T Gain Lost Tg Tl Lt Lv
DAX-846900.txt 130514.707 5647.8799 7750.2299 21 13938.29 -6188.0601 16 5 0.77 0.67
Table 5.4: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, Gains - Total gain, Lost - Total
lost, Tg - no. of gain transactions, Tl - no. of lost transactions, Lt - level
BUY, Lv - Level SELL
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5. Results
Table 5.5: Test04 NASDAQ part 1
Name OT B&H Hurst T Gain Lost Tg Tl Lt Lv
Avago-A0X9TN.TXT 239.8 30.6 40.2 24 47.1 -6.8 18 5 0.78 0.76
Baidu-A0F5DE.TXT 1197.7 101.0 153.9 19 194.9 -40.9 11 7 0.68 0.69
Bed-Bath-884304.TXT 1104.2 39.7 49.5 33 90.1 -40.6 18 15 0.79 0.7
Biogen-789617.TXT 2336.3 201.5 256.3 74 348.1 -91.8 45 26 0.78 0.77
Broadcom-913684.TXT 1856.5 12.4 64.3 535 200.2 -135.9 55 38 0.5 0.78
CA-Techn-A0JC59.TXT 1118.9 -8.9 41.6 166 93.2 -51.5 26 25 0.5 0.73
Catamaran-A1J08W.TXT 328.4 27.6 27.0 11 34.1 -7.1 5 1 0.5 0.61
Celgene-881244.TXT 1113.3 94.4 97.0 34 113.2 -16.2 7 4 0.5 0.64
Cerner-892807.TXT 388.1 36.7 38.3 7 40.7 -2.4 5 2 0.65 0.58
Charter-Comm-A0YF1T.TXT 258.4 52.1 89.9 9 94.5 -4.6 7 2 0.8 0.77
Check-Point-901638.TXT 1632.1 41.6 94.9 42 191.0 -96.1 23 19 0.73 0.7
Cisco-878841.TXT 882.7 10.5 50.5 59 101.6 -51.1 30 28 0.71 0.7
Citrix-898407.TXT 1558.6 34.6 42.9 14 80.6 -37.7 9 5 0.69 0.63
Cognizant-915272.TXT 383.3 35.0 36.9 11 40.3 -3.4 9 2 0.76 0.61
Comcast-157484.TXT 351.5 19.5 23.1 51 37.8 -14.7 25 23 0.78 0.76
Costco-888351.TXT 1388.2 67.0 72.5 21 99.8 -27.4 15 6 0.78 0.66
DirecTV-A1J1EZ.TXT 413.5 39.5 54.0 50 72.6 -18.6 30 20 0.8 0.77
Discovery-Comm-A0Q90G.TXT 409.3 49.6 51.3 6 51.3 0.0 6 0 0.73 0.61
Dish-Network-A0NBN0.TXT 915.7 11.8 59.8 431 137.9 -78.2 66 38 0.5 0.8
Doller-Tree-A0NFQC.TXT 420.0 25.9 22.1 5 32.2 -10.1 3 2 0.5 0.61
Equinix-165241.TXT 2443.8 -425.1 -109.3 7 139.7 -249.0 5 2 0.58 0.57
Expedia-A1JRLJ.TXT 482.8 34.7 35.8 19 51.9 -16.0 11 8 0.72 0.71
Expeditors-875272.TXT 716.6 22.1 33.0 28 58.4 -25.4 16 12 0.8 0.72
Express-Scripts-A1JWJL.TXT 589.6 48.4 53.8 11 58.7 -4.9 9 2 0.74 0.59
F5-922977.TXT 1610.2 55.6 96.8 75 199.1 -102.4 36 38 0.8 0.79
Facebook-A1JWVX.TXT 139.1 10.9 31.2 4 31.2 0.0 4 0 0.7 0.66
Fastenal-887891.TXT 443.9 28.4 33.0 25 47.1 -14.1 16 9 0.75 0.7
Fiserv-881793.TXT 517.4 30.9 48.9 51 72.4 -23.5 34 17 0.78 0.73
Garmin-A1C06B.TXT 842.1 30.7 33.3 6 77.7 -44.4 4 2 0.78 0.62
Gilead-885823.TXT 432.6 50.5 56.4 6 56.4 0.0 6 0 0.78 0.55
Google-A0B7FY.TXT 3299.2 354.7 368.2 35 548.8 -180.6 24 11 0.8 0.78
Henry-Schein-897961.TXT 907.5 75.2 78.7 19 96.2 -17.5 13 6 0.7 0.63
Illumina-927079.TXT 1151.5 58.4 152.9 18 187.6 -34.7 12 6 0.8 0.66
Intel-855681.TXT 955.5 8.4 37.2 72 98.1 -60.9 44 28 0.75 0.74
Intuit-886053.TXT 937.9 49.3 54.5 32 78.6 -24.1 21 11 0.7 0.69
Intuitivr-Surgical-888024.TXT 4579.3 264.8 386.5 32 587.0 -200.6 20 12 0.8 0.72
KLA-Tencor-865884.TXT 1741.0 30.3 41.3 5 86.6 -45.3 3 2 0.69 0.52
Keurig-A1XFME.TXT 685.1 69.4 73.6 4 82.1 -8.5 3 1 0.5 0.56
Kraft-Foods-A1J20U.TXT 76.0 5.5 41.3 3 41.3 0.0 3 0 0.65 0.64
Liberty-A0JMPL.TXT 169.7 2.7 6.6 101 22.0 -15.4 15 14 0.5 0.8
Liberty-Global-A1W0FL.TXT 511.3 10.9 37.3 43 86.2 -48.9 29 14 0.79 0.78
Liberty-Media-Corp-A1KBFW.TXT 198.9 8.6 13.1 3 16.8 -3.7 2 1 0.74 0.73
Linear-872629.TXT 1211.9 15.8 27.4 34 87.1 -59.6 19 15 0.69 0.68
Marriott-913070.TXT 686.4 25.1 40.0 41 80.5 -40.5 27 13 0.72 0.7
Mattel-851704.TXT 622.9 -6.3 6.3 19 37.2 -30.9 11 8 0.79 0.67
Maxim-Integrated-876158.TXT 1416.9 16.6 24.9 90 127.8 -102.9 42 43 0.75 0.74
Micron-869020.TXT 1172.9 0.5 79.3 21 132.9 -53.6 12 9 0.8 0.65
Microsoft-870747.TXT 798.8 23.0 29.3 24 39.2 -9.9 16 8 0.77 0.67
Mondelez-A1J4U0.TXT 323.9 2.1 8.6 31 22.8 -14.2 14 17 0.78 0.72
Monster-Beverage-A1JSKK.TXT 540.1 47.4 53.3 3 53.3 0.0 3 0 0.7 0.51
Mylan-868270.TXT 456.2 25.8 54.7 52 79.0 -24.3 33 19 0.79 0.75
Table 5.6: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, Gains - Total gain, Lost - Total
lost, Tg - no. of gain transactions, Tl - no. of lost transactions, Lt - level
BUY, Lv - Level SELL
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5.1. Experiments
Table 5.7: Test04 NASDAQ part 2
Name OT B&H Hurst T Gain Lost Tg Tl Lt Lv
NETFlix-552484.TXT 2159.4 242.6 271.5 3 271.5 0.0 3 0 0.57 0.53
NVIDIA-918422.TXT 537.8 11.9 15.8 10 29.0 -13.2 8 2 0.66 0.62
NXP-Semiconductors-A1C5WJ.TXT 226.0 33.2 29.7 2 29.7 0.0 2 0 0.79 0.57
NetApp-A0NHKR.TXT 1763.5 18.8 42.4 86 219.0 -176.6 42 44 0.8 0.79
OReilly-A1H5JY.TXT 688.6 84.8 87.6 1 87.6 0.0 1 0 0.5 0.5
PACCAR-861114.TXT 872.9 32.8 33.2 67 71.7 -38.5 14 8 0.5 0.63
Paychex-868284.TXT 975.8 15.4 26.2 37 81.7 -55.5 18 19 0.78 0.73
Qualcomm-883121.TXT 1297.4 55.4 63.2 312 176.7 -113.5 51 29 0.5 0.74
Regeneron-Pharma-881535.TXT 1764.8 168.8 200.4 6 208.1 -7.7 5 1 0.78 0.6
Robinson-Worldwide-A0HGF5.TXT 682.5 25.1 46.3 31 70.9 -24.6 18 13 0.77 0.74
Ross-870053.TXT 477.3 45.3 47.7 10 56.2 -8.5 6 4 0.74 0.64
SBA-Comm-923376.TXT 861.5 53.3 77.5 69 112.3 -34.8 45 22 0.8 0.78
Sandisk-897826.TXT 1401.7 56.0 81.8 15 119.9 -38.2 10 5 0.76 0.64
Seagate-A1C08F.TXT 480.3 23.0 22.3 3 30.0 -7.7 1 2 0.79 0.58
Sigma-Aldrich-863120.TXT 766.4 53.2 75.3 133 97.6 -22.4 33 26 0.7 0.74
Staples-876951.TXT 567.2 1.5 8.2 31 34.1 -25.9 14 17 0.78 0.66
Starbucks-884437.TXT 627.2 46.8 47.2 29 77.5 -30.3 18 11 0.78 0.68
Stericycle-902518.TXT 807.3 72.7 87.9 7 92.3 -4.3 6 1 0.77 0.6
Symantec-879358.TXT 452.6 13.2 14.6 24 24.5 -10.0 9 1 0.5 0.57
Syrius-A1W8XE.TXT 619.1 -29.4 5.9 35 64.2 -58.3 23 10 0.78 0.71
Tesla-A1CX3T.TXT 676.0 127.1 133.2 2 133.2 0.0 2 0 0.5 0.57
Texas-Instruments-852654.TXT 1264.5 24.4 78.2 74 138.9 -60.8 44 30 0.8 0.77
Tractor-889826.TXT 359.1 43.4 47.1 19 52.5 -5.4 15 4 0.77 0.7
TripAdvisor-A1JRLK.TXT 261.7 38.1 54.9 6 69.9 -15.0 4 2 0.77 0.69
Twenty-First-Century-A1WZP6.TXT 293.6 10.6 8.4 3 10.1 -1.7 2 1 0.66 0.5
Verisk-A0YA2M.TXT 163.0 27.0 48.3 3 48.3 0.0 3 0 0.79 0.58
Vertex-882807.TXT 1439.1 23.2 100.9 77 214.2 -113.3 36 40 0.8 0.79
Viacom-A0HM1Q.TXT 1420.3 38.7 53.3 9 101.2 -47.9 3 6 0.8 0.57
VimpelCom-A0YE2R.TXT 81.7 -7.3 -3.0 14 3.8 -6.8 5 9 0.75 0.71
Vodafon-A1XD9Z.TXT 684.1 -32.4 -13.4 88 47.0 -60.4 45 43 0.8 0.79
Western-Digital-863060.TXT 899.1 35.4 66.1 42 127.0 -60.9 24 18 0.8 0.73
Whole-Foods-886391.TXT 537.5 28.0 34.8 339 75.1 -40.3 40 34 0.5 0.77
Wynn-Resorts-663244.TXT 1787.7 116.5 123.7 25 130.9 -7.2 7 1 0.5 0.63
Xilinx-880135.TXT 1476.2 31.7 85.5 41 127.8 -42.2 23 17 0.79 0.7
Yahoo-900103.TXT 1129.6 25.2 41.0 24 108.4 -67.4 15 9 0.75 0.66
eBay-916529.TXT 913.5 37.9 27.7 13 39.9 -12.2 5 4 0.5 0.62
priceline-766054.TXT 9002.9 475.6 931.1 16 1302.6 -371.5 11 5 0.71 0.67
Average 1015.6 45.1 72.7 48 115.6 -42.9 17 12 0.71 0.67
Table 5.8: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, Gains - Total gain, Lost - Total
lost, Tg - no. of gain transactions, Tl - no. of lost transactions, Lt - level
BUY, Lv - Level SELL
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5. Results
All result of DAX are in a table 5.9 and plot in figure 5.2. Same for a
NASDAQ, table 5.11 and plot at figure 5.3. In tables and plots the results are
compared with the prove of concept test.
Best results:
• test14 DAX
average profit Omniscient trader: 1629.8
average profit Buy& Hold: 31.6
average profit MACD: 25.8
average profit Hurst: 30.0
• test05 NASDAQ
average profit Omniscient trader: 1015.6
average profit Buy& Hold: 43.1
average profit MACD: 7.5
average profit Hurst: 38.3
5.1.3 MHCD
MHCD is Moving Hurst Convergence Divergence. To build this technical
indicator we followed the mechanism of MACD, Moving Average Convergence
Divergence technical indicator. One fast moving Hurst line and one slow
moving Hurst line are crossing each other, generating BUY or SELL signal
at each crossing. I experimented with different box size for a moving Hurst
function and different return period. Right at the end of my testing I found out
that positions of both lines (slow and fast) can be swapped and the indicator is
still able to produce about three to four time better results than Buy & Hold
strategy.
BUY signal is generated when the fast line crosses the slow line from up
down. SELL signal is generated when the fast line crosses the slow line from
down up.
All DAX results in a table 5.13 and a plot is at figure 5.4. Results for a
NASDAQ are in table 5.15 and a plot in a figure 5.5. Detailed view of the
BUY and SELL signals is shown on a plot of DAX Adidas stock plot figure
5.6 .
Best results:
• test27 DAX table 5.17 table 5.19
average profit Omniscient trader: 1651.7
average profit Buy& Hold: 41.2
average profit MACD: 25.8
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5.2. Hypothesis testing
average profit MHCD: 186.2
• test28 NASDAQ table 5.23
average profit Omniscient trader: 1010.4
average profit Buy& Hold: 43.2
average profit MACD: 7.5
average profit MHCD: 125.7
5.2 Hypothesis testing
For a hypotesis testing the paired t-test statistics was used on results from
Test27 DAX (table 5.17) and Test28 NASDAQ (table 5.23).
A paired t-test is used to compare two population means where you have
two samples in which observations in one sample can be paired with observa-
tions in the other sample [20].
At paired t-test statistics profits from MHCD and MACD where tested
against each other for all DAX and NASDAQ stocks.
5.2.1 MHCD vs MACD
Zero hypothesis state that profits from MHCD and MACD are the same.
Alternative hypothesis is that profits from MHCD are higher. H0 : µMHCD =
µMACD
HA : µMHCD > µMACD
5.2.1.1 Test27 DAX
>macd
[1] 30.8 32.7 47.5 25.0 -2.3 -39.0 58.6 56.8 58.8 39.5 7.8 11.9
[13] -15.2 -19.5 3.2 24.0 -39.9 22.2 45.3 21.8 -9.5 -22.3 16.7 16.9
[25] 7.7 91.7 19.5 231.7
>mhcd
[1] 133.9 568.3 114.6 154.2 144.5 81.1 396.7 206.1 171.8 255.1 185.5 39.1
[13] 67.4 80.6 39.1 191.3 264.2 108.6 104.2 224.0 67.3 142.7 458.0 170.1
[25] 213.1 330.3 82.6 218.2
> alpha = 0.01
> test = t.test(macd, y=mhcd, alternative=’less’, paired=TRUE, conf.level=1-alpha)
> test
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Paired t-test
data: macd and mhcd
t = -6.9046, df = 27, p-value = 1.014e-07
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
99 percent confidence interval:
-Inf -102.9352
sample estimates:
mean of the differences
-160.3643
I reject theory H0 with possible error α = 1%. Winning theory is HA,
MHCD has a greater income rate than MACD.
5.2.1.2 Test28 NASDAQ
> macd
[1] 7.3 -6.0 -31.1 84.9 -23.6 -6.2 -5.0 16.2 -2.9 18.0
[11] -72.5 -68.3 5.2 12.0 -6.8 -17.1 4.8 21.1 -10.8 14.5
[21] -170.4 8.1 13.9 7.0 21.9 14.9 15.1 5.6 -30.2 -5.4
[31] 356.2 -25.3 63.9 -14.3 14.9 -53.1 -151.8 34.5 0.6 12.5
[41] -8.4 2.0 -56.1 14.3 -12.0 -111.7 -29.5 34.4 -16.7 -13.8
[51] 15.1 110.5 4.0 -4.1 177.5 53.7 -9.0 -21.7 -10.0 131.6
[61] 39.1 6.5 78.8 45.3 15.5 5.9 -39.6 24.7 25.8 -11.9
[71] -4.8 53.5 -41.5 12.2 18.9 -11.5 1.1 46.9 -56.4 -5.7
[81] -64.6 10.7 9.0 82.7 -96.5 10.2 17.3 184.1
> mhcd
[1] 40.7 149.4 77.4 253.2 244.1 95.4 33.9 127.4 50.9 46.5 226.2 118.0
[13] 180.3 55.1 44.5 161.7 51.7 61.8 108.7 51.0 330.1 44.0 62.3 108.0
[25] 136.8 18.6 56.1 74.5 132.4 63.6 459.8 114.6 170.6 150.9 67.2 720.1
[37] 212.6 107.3 8.5 23.0 81.9 27.8 184.4 86.6 88.9 159.9 146.0 91.2
[49] 28.9 55.2 76.8 456.7 88.2 44.9 297.1 88.8 104.3 148.0 119.4 296.7
[61] 70.6 50.7 90.7 166.5 43.0 66.2 51.3 61.0 112.5 59.3 -7.4 145.7
[73] 94.9 42.6 17.8 24.2 32.6 159.2 143.0 4.4 65.6 121.8 43.3 237.5
[85] 157.4 172.2 109.5 819.5
> alpha = 0.01
> test = t.test(macd, y=mhcd, alternative=’less’, paired=TRUE, conf.level=1-alpha)
> test
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5.2. Hypothesis testing
Paired t-test
data: macd and mhcd
t = -8.8001, df = 87, p-value = 5.764e-14
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
99 percent confidence interval:
-Inf -86.42111
sample estimates:
mean of the differences
-118.2739
I reject theory H0 with possible error α = 1%. Winning theory is HA,
MHCD has a greater income rate than MACD.
5.2.2 MHCD vs Buy & Hold
The same method was used to test MHCD results against Buy & Hold strategy.
Zero hypothesis state that profits from MHCD and Buy & Hold have the
same profits. Alternative hypothesis is that profits from MHCD are higher.
H0 : µMHCD = µB&H
HA : µMHCD > µB&H
5.2.2.1 Test27 DAX
> bh
[1] 72.3 -6.1 59.3 62.4 69.3 56.1 -100.3 110.5 23.5 3.2
[11] 34.6 -1.2 -6.8 2.9 29.3 109.6 18.5 67.1 15.9 107.6
[21] 3.4 88.8 63.3 -4.6 47.9 58.0 5.6 164.8
> mhcd
[1] 133.9 568.3 114.6 154.2 144.5 81.1 396.7 206.1 171.8 255.1 185.5 39.1
[13] 67.4 80.6 39.1 191.3 264.2 108.6 104.2 224.0 67.3 142.7 458.0 170.1
[25] 213.1 330.3 82.6 218.2
> alpha = 0.01
> test = t.test(bh, y=mhcd, alternative=’less’, paired=TRUE, conf.level=1-alpha)
> test
Paired t-test
data: bh and mhcd
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t = -5.449, df = 27, p-value = 4.568e-06
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
99 percent confidence interval:
-Inf -79.15725
sample estimates:
mean of the differences
-144.9179
I reject theory H0 with possible error α = 1%. Winning theory is HA,
MHCD has a greater income rate than Buy & Hold.
5.2.2.2 Test28 NASDAQ
> bh
[1] 31.8 105.4 39.7 201.7 13.5 -9.4 27.5 92.6 36.4 49.3
[11] 40.7 12.0 33.0 35.0 19.6 65.3 38.0 49.6 7.2 26.1
[21] -220.3 36.0 21.4 48.5 48.6 18.3 28.7 31.6 30.3 50.3
[31] 342.7 74.4 56.9 6.0 49.5 272.0 28.3 69.5 6.3 3.4
[41] 10.5 9.8 18.2 28.3 -11.1 15.8 1.1 22.7 0.3 47.3
[51] 25.1 240.9 11.7 33.9 16.9 86.2 33.5 15.5 55.9 191.3
[61] 25.4 45.5 54.7 55.8 17.3 53.7 1.9 47.0 71.4 13.3
[71] -29.7 130.3 24.4 43.4 35.3 9.9 28.1 9.5 36.6 -5.8
[81] -27.6 39.8 28.3 118.0 32.2 25.5 34.8 109.6
> mhcd
[1] 40.7 149.4 77.4 253.2 244.1 95.4 33.9 127.4 50.9 46.5 226.2 118.0
[13] 180.3 55.1 44.5 161.7 51.7 61.8 108.7 51.0 330.1 44.0 62.3 108.0
[25] 136.8 18.6 56.1 74.5 132.4 63.6 459.8 114.6 170.6 150.9 67.2 720.1
[37] 212.6 107.3 8.5 23.0 81.9 27.8 184.4 86.6 88.9 159.9 146.0 91.2
[49] 28.9 55.2 76.8 456.7 88.2 44.9 297.1 88.8 104.3 148.0 119.4 296.7
[61] 70.6 50.7 90.7 166.5 43.0 66.2 51.3 61.0 112.5 59.3 -7.4 145.7
[73] 94.9 42.6 17.8 24.2 32.6 159.2 143.0 4.4 65.6 121.8 43.3 237.5
[85] 157.4 172.2 109.5 819.5
> alpha = 0.01
> test = t.test(bh, y=mhcd, alternative=’less’, paired=TRUE, conf.level=1-alpha)
> test
Paired t-test
data: bh and mhcd
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5.3. Results summary
t = -6.9497, df = 87, p-value = 3.184e-10
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
99 percent confidence interval:
-Inf -54.41402
sample estimates:
mean of the differences
-82.57273
I reject theory H0 with possible error α = 1%. Winning theory is HA,
MHCD has a greater income rate than Buy & Hold.
5.3 Results summary
Goal of this work was to develop and test new indicator for a technical analysis
based on Hurst exponent measure. Using statistical tools we proved that new
MHCD indicator presented in this work generates more profit compared to
MACD technical indicator and Buy & Hold investment strategy. MHCD is
4.5 times better than Buy & Hold and 7.2 times better than MACD on DAX.
On NASDAQ it’s 2.9 times better than Buy & Hold and 16.8 times better
than MACD.
Although It must be said that this profit is only theoretical. When we
simulated real investment environment with 2000 in a wallet for a start and
charged fee of 1% per a transaction (BUY or SELL), We finished with 624.4
in the wallet on DAX and ended up paying 7137.6 on fees. On NASDAQ We
finished with 7819.8 and spent 34497.3 on fees. To make a picture clear, using
Buy & Hold on DAX we’d end up with 8175.4 in my wallet and we’d pay
102.1 on fees. On NASDAQ with Buy & Hold we’d make 16648.1 and for fees
I’d pay 187.7. There is no real profit to be made so far.
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5. Results
Figure 5.1: Test03 Adidas Hurst, levels trend and volatility
Figure 5.2: DAX Hurst teach and test
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5.3. Results summary
Figure 5.3: NASDAQ Hurst teach and test
Table 5.9: DAX teach and test
Market Name OT B&H Hurst MACD T Gain Lost Tg Tl
DAX Test 03 1629.8 41.6 81.6 25.8 116 171.4 -89.8 25 17
DAX Test 06 test 1629.8 31.6 26.8 25.8 31 85.4 -58.6 18 13
DAX Test 07 N16 test 1629.8 31.6 20.6 25.8 19 49.4 -28.8 10 9
DAX Test 07 N32 test 1629.8 31.6 17.0 25.8 12 34.1 -17.1 6 6
DAX Test 08 test 1629.8 31.6 17.9 25.8 418 183.9 -166.0 208 210
DAX Test 11 test 1629.8 31.6 -0.6 25.8 3 12.7 -13.3 1 2
DAX Test 12 test 1629.8 31.6 22.7 25.8 115 97.6 -74.9 41 74
DAX Test 14 test 1629.8 31.6 30.0 25.8 101 105.1 -71.4 29 73
DAX Test 15 test 1629.8 38.5 36.3 25.8 212 199.9 -163.6 89 123
Table 5.10: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, MACD - profit from MACD, T -
no. of transactions, Gains - Total gain, Lost - Total lost, Tg - no. of gain
transactions, Tl - no. of lost transactions
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Table 5.11: NASDAQ teach and test
Market Name OT B&H Hurst MACD T Gain Lost Tg Tl
NASDAQ Test 04 1015.6 45.1 72.7 7.5 48 115.6 -42.9 17 12
NASDAQ Test 05 test 1015.6 43.1 38.3 7.5 19 61.8 -23.5 11 8
NASDAQ Test 09 test 1015.6 43.1 19.7 7.5 202 94.3 -74.6 100 103
NASDAQ Test 10 test 1015.6 43.1 6.7 7.5 4 9.1 -2.5 1 2
Table 5.12: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, MACD - profit from MACD, T -
no. of transactions, Gains - Total gain, Lost - Total lost, Tg - no. of gain
transactions, Tl - no. of lost transactions
Figure 5.4: DAX Hurst different
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Figure 5.5: NASDAQ Hurst different
Figure 5.6: Test27 Adidas R1, H16, H32, detail
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Table 5.13: DAX MHCD
Market Name OT B&H Hurst MACD T Gain Lost Tg Tl
DAX Test 03 1629.8 41.6 81.6 25.8 116 171.4 -89.8 25 17
DAX Test 27 (R1 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R1 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 186.2 25.8 279 308.5 -122.3 182 97
DAX Test 27 (R1 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 117.7 25.8 174 236.7 -119.0 111 63
DAX Test 27 (R1 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 96.4 25.8 110 197.3 -100.9 70 40
DAX Test 27 (R2 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R2 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 162.9 25.8 267 297.3 -134.4 174 93
DAX Test 27 (R2 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 109.8 25.8 169 230.3 -120.5 107 61
DAX Test 27 (R2 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 95.9 25.8 108 194.1 -98.2 69 39
DAX Test 27 (R3 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R3 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 120.3 25.8 259 268.0 -147.8 161 98
DAX Test 27 (R3 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 78.5 25.8 165 210.3 -131.8 99 66
DAX Test 27 (R3 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 78.7 25.8 107 181.9 -103.2 65 41
DAX Test 27 (R4 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R4 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 99.6 25.8 253 253.8 -154.2 154 99
DAX Test 27 (R4 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 62.2 25.8 161 198.2 -136.0 95 66
DAX Test 27 (R4 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 68.2 25.8 105 174.3 -106.0 62 42
DAX Test 27 (R5 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R5 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 84.1 25.8 251 244.8 -160.7 150 101
DAX Test 27 (R5 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 50.8 25.8 156 187.6 -136.8 91 65
DAX Test 27 (R5 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 60.8 25.8 103 168.6 -107.8 61 42
DAX Test 27 (R6 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R6 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 73.3 25.8 249 237.5 -164.2 148 102
DAX Test 27 (R6 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 45.8 25.8 154 183.6 -137.8 89 65
DAX Test 27 (R6 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 56.6 25.8 101 164.9 -108.3 59 42
DAX Test 27 (R7 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R7 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 65.6 25.8 248 233.6 -168.1 146 103
DAX Test 27 (R7 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 37.6 25.8 152 178.5 -140.9 88 64
DAX Test 27 (R7 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 51.7 25.8 99 161.5 -109.9 58 41
DAX Test 27 (R8 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R8 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 66.6 25.8 249 232.6 -166.0 145 104
DAX Test 27 (R8 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 35.7 25.8 151 177.6 -141.9 87 64
DAX Test 27 (R8 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 51.5 25.8 98 159.9 -108.4 57 41
DAX Test 27 (R9 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R9 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 70.3 25.8 250 233.1 -162.8 145 105
DAX Test 27 (R9 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 33.8 25.8 149 175.2 -141.4 87 63
DAX Test 27 (R9 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 51.0 25.8 98 158.4 -107.4 57 40
DAX Test 27 (R10 H8 H16) 1629.8 40.8 0.0 25.8 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
DAX Test 27 (R10 H16 H32) 1629.8 41.2 86.1 25.8 253 241.9 -155.9 146 107
DAX Test 27 (R10 H32 H64) 1629.8 41.8 32.0 25.8 149 174.6 -142.6 87 62
DAX Test 27 (R10 H64 H128) 1629.8 39.9 49.0 25.8 97 156.5 -107.5 57 40
Table 5.14: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, MACD - profit from MACD, T -
no. of transactions, Gains - Total gain, Lost - Total lost, Tg - no. of gain
transactions, Tl - no. of lost transactions
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Table 5.15: NASDAQ MHCD
Market Name OT B&H Hurst MACD T Gain Lost Tg Tl
NASDAQ Test 04 1015.6 45.1 72.7 7.5 48 115.6 -42.9 17 12
NASDAQ Test 28 (R1 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R1 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 125.7 7.5 209 202.3 -76.6 135 73
NASDAQ Test 28 (R1 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 73.9 7.5 127 144.6 -70.8 81 47
NASDAQ Test 28 (R1 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 55.7 7.5 83 115.3 -59.6 52 31
NASDAQ Test 28 (R2 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R2 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 119.5 7.5 199 197.3 -77.8 130 69
NASDAQ Test 28 (R2 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 68.9 7.5 124 142.5 -73.6 79 45
NASDAQ Test 28 (R2 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 53.4 7.5 82 114.9 -61.5 51 30
NASDAQ Test 28 (R3 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R3 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 92.3 7.5 193 178.1 -85.7 119 73
NASDAQ Test 28 (R3 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 51.9 7.5 121 130.8 -78.8 72 48
NASDAQ Test 28 (R3 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 43.8 7.5 80 109.3 -65.4 48 33
NASDAQ Test 28 (R4 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R4 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 77.7 7.5 188 167.9 -90.2 114 74
NASDAQ Test 28 (R4 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 45.0 7.5 118 125.3 -80.3 69 49
NASDAQ Test 28 (R4 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 38.8 7.5 79 105.5 -66.7 46 33
NASDAQ Test 28 (R5 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R5 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 70.3 7.5 186 163.0 -92.7 111 75
NASDAQ Test 28 (R5 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 40.3 7.5 115 120.8 -80.5 67 48
NASDAQ Test 28 (R5 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 36.1 7.5 78 103.4 -67.3 45 33
NASDAQ Test 28 (R6 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R6 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 63.8 7.5 185 158.4 -94.6 109 76
NASDAQ Test 28 (R6 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 36.6 7.5 113 117.7 -81.1 65 48
NASDAQ Test 28 (R6 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 34.8 7.5 77 101.7 -66.9 44 33
NASDAQ Test 28 (R7 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R7 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 57.0 7.5 185 156.0 -99.0 108 78
NASDAQ Test 28 (R7 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 34.5 7.5 112 115.3 -80.8 64 48
NASDAQ Test 28 (R7 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 31.8 7.5 76 99.8 -67.9 43 33
NASDAQ Test 28 (R8 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R8 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 54.6 7.5 185 155.9 -101.3 107 78
NASDAQ Test 28 (R8 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 33.0 7.5 111 114.1 -81.1 63 47
NASDAQ Test 28 (R8 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 31.1 7.5 75 98.6 -67.5 43 32
NASDAQ Test 28 (R9 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R9 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 59.3 7.5 186 157.6 -98.2 107 79
NASDAQ Test 28 (R9 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 32.6 7.5 110 113.3 -80.6 63 46
NASDAQ Test 28 (R9 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 30.8 7.5 75 98.2 -67.3 43 32
NASDAQ Test 28 (R10 H8 H16) 1015.6 41.5 0.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.0 0 1
NASDAQ Test 28 (R10 H16 H32) 1015.6 43.2 63.4 7.5 189 160.4 -97.0 108 80
NASDAQ Test 28 (R10 H32 H64) 1015.6 45.0 33.3 7.5 109 113.1 -79.8 63 46
NASDAQ Test 28 (R10 H64 H128) 1015.6 46.4 30.4 7.5 74 96.7 -66.3 42 31
Table 5.16: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, MACD - profit from MACD, T -
no. of transactions, Gains - Total gain, Lost - Total lost, Tg - no. of gain
transactions, Tl - no. of lost transactions
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Table 5.17: Test 27 DAX R1, H16, H32
Name OT B&H Hurst T Gain Lost Tg Tl
Adidas-A1EWWW.txt 1044.4 72.3 133.9 294 206.8 -72.9 193 101
Allianz-840400.txt 5360.8 -6.1 568.3 268 945.7 -377.4 174 94
BASF-BASF11.txt 964.3 59.3 114.6 310 193.0 -78.3 206 104
BMW-519000.txt 1313.7 62.4 154.2 283 240.4 -86.2 176 107
Bayer-BAY001.txt 1287.5 69.3 144.5 289 236.1 -91.6 198 91
Beiersdorf-520000.txt 1031.0 56.1 81.1 271 175.4 -94.3 162 109
Commerzbank-0BK100.txt 4265.7 -100.3 396.7 289 738.0 -341.3 178 111
Continental-543900.txt 1620.7 110.5 206.1 288 326.3 -120.2 187 101
Daimler-710000.txt 1673.4 23.5 171.8 279 320.0 -148.2 184 95
Dt-Bank-514000.txt 1950.4 3.2 255.1 284 391.4 -136.3 197 87
Dt-Boerse-581005.txt 1172.2 34.6 185.5 193 246.1 -60.6 131 62
Dt-Post-555200.txt 344.6 -1.2 39.1 219 64.1 -25.0 144 75
Dt-Telekom-555750.txt 706.6 -6.8 67.4 259 128.3 -60.9 167 92
EON-ENAG99.txt 630.0 2.9 80.6 312 132.7 -52.1 211 101
FMC-578580.txt 835.3 29.3 39.1 258 122.0 -82.9 147 111
Fresenius-578563.txt 1379.6 109.6 191.3 280 272.8 -81.5 190 90
Heidelberger-604700.txt 1820.9 18.5 264.2 288 369.7 -105.6 193 95
Henkel-604843.txt 846.7 67.1 108.6 306 175.6 -67.0 192 114
KaS-0SAG88.txt 798.3 15.9 104.2 286 162.6 -58.5 191 95
Linde-648300.txt 1957.1 107.6 224.0 282 347.2 -123.1 182 100
Lufthansa-823212.txt 551.9 3.4 67.3 268 105.7 -38.4 182 86
Merck-659990.txt 1699.5 88.8 142.7 287 297.9 -155.2 183 104
Muenchener-843002.txt 4966.8 63.3 458.0 269 837.2 -379.2 178 91
RWE-703712.txt 1363.5 -4.6 170.1 292 272.8 -102.7 179 113
SAP-716460.txt 1356.5 47.9 213.1 280 291.8 -78.7 191 89
Siemens-723610.txt 2202.7 58.0 330.3 297 473.7 -143.5 206 91
Thyssen-750000.txt 797.6 5.6 82.6 293 150.7 -68.1 196 97
Volkswagen-766403.txt 2304.7 164.8 218.2 299 413.1 -194.9 191 108
Average 1651.7 41.2 186.2 279 308.5 -122.3 182 97
Table 5.18: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, T - no. of transactions, Gains -
Total gain, Lost - Total lost, Tg - no. of gain transactions, Tl - no. of lost
transactions
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Table 5.19: Test 27 DAX index R1, H16, H32
Name OT B&H Hurst T Gain Lost Tg Tl
DAX-846900.txt 132827.9 5710.9 17943.1 280 26432.8 -8489.7 201 79
Table 5.20: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, T - no. of transactions, Gains -
Total gain, Lost - Total lost, Tg - no. of gain transactions, Tl - no. of lost
transactions
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Table 5.21: Test28 NASDAQ R1, H16, H32 part 1
Name OT B&H Hurst T Gain Lost Tg Tl
Avago-A0X9TN.TXT 237.0 31.8 40.7 80 51.6 -10.9 53 27
Baidu-A0F5DE.TXT 1193.0 105.4 149.4 152 247.5 -98.0 94 58
Bed-Bath-884304.TXT 1101.7 39.7 77.4 252 156.5 -79.2 152 100
Biogen-789617.TXT 2340.4 201.7 253.2 271 464.6 -211.4 168 103
Broadcom-913684.TXT 1861.2 13.5 244.1 241 359.4 -115.3 154 87
CA-Techn-A0JC59.TXT 1109.2 -9.4 95.4 286 198.6 -103.2 177 109
Catamaran-A1J08W.TXT 331.0 27.5 33.9 83 59.0 -25.1 51 32
Celgene-881244.TXT 1099.0 92.6 127.4 249 219.2 -91.8 156 93
Cerner-892807.TXT 389.2 36.4 50.9 241 80.6 -29.7 163 78
Charter-Comm-A0YF1T.TXT 251.9 49.3 46.5 32 57.7 -11.2 21 11
Check-Point-901638.TXT 1628.5 40.7 226.2 267 312.8 -86.5 177 90
Cisco-878841.TXT 880.2 12.0 118.0 282 169.3 -51.3 187 95
Citrix-898407.TXT 1562.2 33.0 180.3 277 298.8 -118.5 183 94
Cognizant-915272.TXT 383.7 35.0 55.1 242 80.4 -25.3 163 79
Comcast-157484.TXT 362.7 19.6 44.5 179 65.1 -20.6 122 57
Costco-888351.TXT 1382.0 65.3 161.7 253 254.8 -93.1 170 83
DirecTV-A1J1EZ.TXT 409.8 38.0 51.7 159 81.3 -29.6 101 58
Discovery-Comm-A0Q90G.TXT 407.4 49.6 61.8 146 93.4 -31.6 93 53
Dish-Network-A0NBN0.TXT 904.0 7.2 108.7 214 175.6 -66.9 137 77
Doller-Tree-A0NFQC.TXT 425.5 26.1 51.0 239 84.9 -33.9 155 84
Equinix-165241.TXT 2309.4 -220.3 330.1 215 483.1 -153.0 154 61
Expedia-A1JRLJ.TXT 497.0 36.0 44.0 128 100.3 -56.3 85 43
Expeditors-875272.TXT 722.4 21.4 62.3 230 123.7 -61.4 139 91
Express-Scripts-A1JWJL.TXT 588.8 48.5 108.0 247 134.9 -26.9 175 72
F5-922977.TXT 1595.7 48.6 136.8 239 300.8 -164.1 153 86
Facebook-A1JWVX.TXT 131.9 18.3 18.6 32 27.4 -8.7 19 13
Fastenal-887891.TXT 449.3 28.7 56.1 213 90.3 -34.1 141 72
Fiserv-881793.TXT 524.6 31.6 74.5 253 106.4 -31.9 179 74
Garmin-A1C06B.TXT 848.6 30.3 132.4 213 178.8 -46.5 148 65
Gilead-885823.TXT 432.9 50.3 63.6 291 87.0 -23.4 201 90
Google-A0B7FY.TXT 3331.6 342.7 459.8 175 766.0 -306.2 112 63
Henry-Schein-897961.TXT 904.5 74.4 114.6 251 184.3 -69.7 164 87
Illumina-927079.TXT 1112.0 56.9 170.6 229 259.5 -88.9 150 79
Intel-855681.TXT 950.0 6.0 150.9 271 208.7 -57.8 179 92
Intuit-886053.TXT 939.5 49.5 67.2 257 142.9 -75.7 163 94
Intuitivr-Surgical-888024.TXT 4557.7 272.0 720.1 223 1118.7 -398.6 146 77
KLA-Tencor-865884.TXT 1730.7 28.3 212.6 250 322.8 -110.3 162 88
Keurig-A1XFME.TXT 683.0 69.5 107.3 216 168.4 -61.1 140 76
Kraft-Foods-A1J20U.TXT 69.5 6.3 8.5 26 12.5 -4.0 19 7
Liberty-A0JMPL.TXT 167.9 3.4 23.0 128 38.3 -15.4 77 51
Liberty-Global-A1W0FL.TXT 525.8 10.5 81.9 156 120.4 -38.5 110 46
Liberty-Media-Corp-A1KBFW.TXT 191.4 9.8 27.8 15 40.6 -12.8 11 4
Linear-872629.TXT 1208.1 18.2 184.4 252 293.2 -108.8 171 81
Marriott-913070.TXT 682.1 28.3 86.6 239 129.1 -42.5 156 83
Mattel-851704.TXT 648.9 -11.1 88.9 261 137.2 -48.3 174 87
Maxim-Integrated-876158.TXT 1413.5 15.8 159.9 253 273.5 -113.6 162 91
Micron-869020.TXT 1165.3 1.1 146.0 272 207.0 -61.0 184 88
Microsoft-870747.TXT 797.6 22.7 91.2 270 144.0 -52.8 179 91
Mondelez-A1J4U0.TXT 317.9 0.3 28.9 199 56.9 -28.0 129 70
Monster-Beverage-A1JSKK.TXT 539.6 47.3 55.2 168 108.1 -52.9 111 57
Mylan-868270.TXT 454.0 25.1 76.8 245 103.7 -26.9 167 78
Table 5.22: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, T - no. of transactions, Gains -
Total gain, Lost - Total lost, Tg - no. of gain transactions, Tl - no. of lost
transactions
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Table 5.23: Test28 NASDAQ R1, H16, H32 part 2
Name OT B&H Hurst T Gain Lost Tg Tl
NETFlix-552484.TXT 2158.5 240.9 456.7 188 589.6 -133.0 132 56
NVIDIA-918422.TXT 536.9 11.7 88.2 237 119.2 -31.0 158 79
NXP-Semiconductors-A1C5WJ.TXT 232.4 33.9 44.9 61 53.6 -8.7 39 22
NetApp-A0NHKR.TXT 1759.3 16.9 297.1 234 389.4 -92.3 152 82
OReilly-A1H5JY.TXT 683.6 86.2 88.8 197 139.5 -50.7 120 77
PACCAR-861114.TXT 869.2 33.5 104.3 230 166.5 -62.2 143 87
Paychex-868284.TXT 971.5 15.5 148.0 271 203.1 -55.2 183 88
Qualcomm-883121.TXT 1299.3 55.9 119.4 267 228.6 -109.2 185 82
Regeneron-Pharma-881535.TXT 1725.8 191.3 296.7 224 428.9 -132.2 143 81
Robinson-Worldwide-A0HGF5.TXT 679.3 25.4 70.6 171 132.2 -61.6 118 53
Ross-870053.TXT 475.9 45.5 50.7 256 89.7 -39.0 154 102
SBA-Comm-923376.TXT 853.3 54.7 90.7 226 161.9 -71.2 149 77
Sandisk-897826.TXT 1403.3 55.8 166.5 269 270.4 -103.9 163 106
Seagate-A1C08F.TXT 468.6 17.3 43.0 162 83.5 -40.5 103 59
Sigma-Aldrich-863120.TXT 763.5 53.7 66.2 254 124.5 -58.4 156 98
Staples-876951.TXT 571.7 1.9 51.3 249 93.9 -42.7 158 91
Starbucks-884437.TXT 630.5 47.0 61.0 263 113.4 -52.4 163 100
Stericycle-902518.TXT 811.2 71.4 112.5 223 167.2 -54.7 159 64
Symantec-879358.TXT 453.8 13.3 59.3 279 87.8 -28.6 180 99
Syrius-A1W8XE.TXT 598.3 -29.7 -7.4 270 83.3 -90.7 153 117
Tesla-A1CX3T.TXT 682.1 130.3 145.7 64 171.4 -25.7 46 18
Texas-Instruments-852654.TXT 1269.3 24.4 94.9 268 193.4 -98.5 174 94
Tractor-889826.TXT 358.4 43.4 42.6 179 72.0 -29.4 120 59
TripAdvisor-A1JRLK.TXT 248.1 35.3 17.8 37 42.3 -24.6 25 12
Twenty-First-Century-A1WZP6.TXT 289.2 9.9 24.2 187 50.2 -25.9 110 77
Verisk-A0YA2M.TXT 160.0 28.1 32.6 68 41.3 -8.8 43 25
Vertex-882807.TXT 1442.8 9.5 159.2 211 298.5 -139.2 127 84
Viacom-A0HM1Q.TXT 1437.5 36.6 143.0 268 266.8 -123.8 160 108
VimpelCom-A0YE2R.TXT 88.9 -5.8 4.4 55 13.1 -8.8 32 23
Vodafon-A1XD9Z.TXT 660.5 -27.6 65.6 230 117.0 -51.4 143 87
Western-Digital-863060.TXT 888.5 39.8 121.8 266 190.5 -68.7 178 88
Whole-Foods-886391.TXT 542.2 28.3 43.3 244 90.5 -47.2 145 99
Wynn-Resorts-663244.TXT 1777.6 118.0 237.5 161 380.1 -142.6 103 58
Xilinx-880135.TXT 1474.1 32.2 157.4 290 256.2 -98.8 177 113
Yahoo-900103.TXT 1129.3 25.5 172.2 264 238.8 -66.6 171 93
eBay-916529.TXT 909.6 34.8 109.5 233 174.9 -65.4 157 76
priceline-766054.TXT 8861.9 109.6 819.5 243 1503.8 -684.3 161 82
Average 1010.4 43.2 125.7 209 202.3 -76.6 135 73
Table 5.24: *
name - stock name, OT - profit of Omniscient trader, B&H - profit of Buy
& Hold, Hurst - profit of tested strategy, T - no. of transactions, Gains -
Total gain, Lost - Total lost, Tg - no. of gain transactions, Tl - no. of lost
transactions
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
We followed the Fractal Markets Hypothesis, tried and succeeded in building
up indicator for a technical analysis based on Hurst’s Rescale Range Analysis
MHCD, that proved to be better than widely known and used MACD and
Buy & Hold strategies. Fractal Markets Hypothesis and it’s interpretation of
a market as a fractal system with local randomness and global determinism is
offering new ways of seeing the markets and much of the natural systems. Lot
more is yet to discoverer, but there is no doubt that fractals are closer to the
world we’re living in than any other concept, that is trying to hide unpleasant
details behind nice and easy to use simplifications.
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AppendixA
List of Abbreviations
CMT Capital market theory
csv Comma-separated values
EMH Efficient market hypothesis
FMH Fractal market hypothesis
MACD Moving Average Convergence Divergence
MHCD Moving Hurst Convergence Divergence
XML Extensible markup language
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AppendixB
Content SD card
doc................................. test result summaries and info text
thesis.pdf..........................................thesis in PDF
paper.................................... source files of thesis in LATEX
program
data..........................test data and scripts to clear the data
results ...................................... test results, raw data
src...............................aplication source files in Matlab
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AppendixC
Used data
C.0.1 DAX
For simulations I used daily close price of following stocks from DAX index:
1. Adidas-A1EWWW from 27-Dec-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
2. Allianz-840400 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
3. BASF-BASF11 from 17-Jul-1995 to 20-Aug-2013
4. Bayer-BAY001 from 17-Jul-1995 to 20-Aug-2013
5. Beiersdorf-520000 - from 25-Jul-1996 to 23-Aug-2013
6. BMW-519000 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
7. Commerzbank-0BK100 from 17-Jul-1995 to 05-Sep-2013
8. Continental-543900 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
9. Daimler-710000 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
10. Dt-Bank-514000 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
11. Dt-Boerse-581005 from 01-Jun-2001 to 23-Aug-2013
12. Dt-Post-555200 from 20-Nov-2000 to 23-Aug-2013
13. Dt-Telekom-555750 from 18-Nov-1996 to 23-Aug-2013
14. EON-ENAG99 from 17-Jul-1995 to 20-Aug-2013
15. FMC-578580 from 10-Oct-1996 to 24-Feb-2014
16. Fresenius-578563 from 17-Jul-1995 to 24-Feb-2014
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C. Used data
17. Heidelberger-604700 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
18. Henkel-604843 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
19. KaS-0SAG88 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
20. Linde-648300 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
21. Lufthansa-823212 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
22. Merck-659990 from 13-Nov-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
23. RWE-703712 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
24. SAP-716460 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
25. Siemens-723610 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
26. Thyssen-750000 from 17-Jul-1995 to 24-Feb-2014
27. Volkswagen-766403 from 17-Jul-1995 to 23-Aug-2013
28. DAX-846900 - from 03-Jun-1996 to 03-Sep-2013
C.0.2 NASDAQ
And daily close price of following stocks from NASDAQ index:
1. Avago-A0X9TN from 16-Sep-2009 to 14-Apr-2014
2. Baidu-A0F5DE from 08-Aug-2005 to 17-Apr-2014
3. Bed-Bath-884304 from 12-Sep-1997 to 16-Apr-2014
4. Biogen-789617 from 22-Jan-1998 to 17-Apr-2014
5. Broadcom-913684 from 22-Apr-1998 to 14-Apr-2014
6. Catamaran-A1J08W from 14-Apr-2009 to 04-Apr-2014
7. CA-Techn-A0JC59 from 14-Nov-1996 to 14-Apr-2014
8. Celgene-881244 from 10-Feb-2000 to 17-Apr-2014
9. Cerner-892807 from 06-Oct-1998 to 16-Apr-2014
10. Charter-Comm-A0YF1T from 20-Dec-2011 to 21-Feb-2014
11. Check-Point-901638 from 12-Jan-1998 to 16-Apr-2014
12. Cisco-878841 from 07-Feb-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
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13. Citrix-898407 from 21-May-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
14. Cognizant-915272 from 02-Jul-1999 to 17-Apr-2014
15. Comcast-157484 from 21-Nov-2002 to 16-Apr-2014
16. Costco-888351 from 14-Jul-1997 to 10-Apr-2014
17. DirecTV-A1J1EZ from 14-Apr-2004 to 14-Apr-2014
18. Discovery-Comm-A0Q90G from 27-Jul-2005 to 07-Mar-2014
19. Dish-Network-A0NBN0 from 07-Jun-1999 to 29-Nov-2012
20. Doller-Tree-A0NFQC from 07-Feb-2000 to 11-Apr-2014
21. eBay-916529 from 29-Sep-1998 to 17-Apr-2014
22. Equinix-165241 from 21-Aug-2000 to 17-Apr-2014
23. Expedia-A1JRLJ from 19-Aug-2005 to 16-Apr-2014
24. Expeditors-875272 from 05-Aug-1999 to 30-Jan-2014
25. Express-Scripts-A1JWJL from 26-Jul-1999 to 17-Apr-2014
26. F5-922977 from 02-Jul-1999 to 11-Apr-2014
27. Facebook-A1JWVX from 18-May-2012 to 17-Apr-2014
28. Fastenal-887891 from 02-Mar-2001 to 15-Apr-2014
29. Fiserv-881793 from 13-Jul-1998 to 15-Apr-2014
30. Garmin-A1C06B from 21-Dec-2000 to 17-Apr-2014
31. Gilead-885823 from 16-Aug-1996 to 17-Apr-2014
32. Google-A0B7FY from 19-Aug-2004 to 17-Apr-2014
33. Henry-Schein-897961 from 25-Jan-2000 to 16-Apr-2014
34. Illumina-927079 from 02-Aug-2000 to 17-Apr-2014
35. Intel-855681 from 18-Nov-1996 to 17-Apr-2014
36. Intuit-886053 from 26-Sep-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
37. Intuitivr-Surgical-888024 from 24-Jul-2000 to 16-Apr-2014
38. Keurig-A1XFME from 22-Nov-2000 to 16-Apr-2014
39. KLA-Tencor-865884 from 05-Jan-1998 to 08-Apr-2014
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C. Used data
40. Kraft-Foods-A1J20U from 04-Oct-2012 to 17-Apr-2014
41. Liberty-A0JMPL from 07-Nov-2006 to 07-Apr-2014
42. Liberty-Global-A1W0FL from 23-Dec-2004 to 11-Apr-2014
43. Liberty-Media-Corp-A1KBFW from 06-Mar-2013 to 14-Apr-2014
44. Linear-872629 from 26-Sep-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
45. Marriott-913070 from 20-Jul-1998 to 15-Apr-2014
46. Mattel-851704 from 29-Dec-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
47. Maxim-Integrated-876158 from 11-Jul-1996 to 05-Aug-2013
48. Micron-869020 from 27-Dec-1995 to 17-Apr-2014
49. Microsoft-870747 from 25-Sep-1996 to 17-Apr-2014
50. Mondelez-A1J4U0 from 19-Sep-2001 to 17-Apr-2014
51. Monster-Beverage-A1JSKK from 23-Feb-2004 to 17-Apr-2014
52. Mylan-868270 from 19-Jan-1998 to 16-Apr-2014
53. NetApp-A0NHKR from 11-Nov-1998 to 17-Apr-2014
54. NETFlix-552484 from 07-Oct-2002 to 17-Apr-2014
55. NVIDIA-918422 from 04-Feb-1999 to 17-Apr-2014
56. NXP-Semiconductors-A1C5WJ from 08-Sep-2010 to 17-Apr-2014
57. OReilly-A1H5JY from 20-Dec-2001 to 28-Mar-2014
58. PACCAR-861114 from 27-Dec-1999 to 11-Apr-2014
59. Paychex-868284 from 07-Jan-1998 to 15-Apr-2014
60. priceline-766054 from 06-Apr-1999 to 17-Apr-2014
61. Qualcomm-883121 from 17-Jul-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
62. Regeneron-Pharma-881535 from 28-Feb-2000 to 17-Apr-2014
63. Robinson-Worldwide-A0HGF5 from 16-May-2003 to 17-Apr-2014
64. Ross-870053 from 10-Jul-1998 to 16-Apr-2014
65. Sandisk-897826 from 19-Dec-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
66. SBA-Comm-923376 from 08-Jul-1999 to 17-Apr-2014
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67. Seagate-A1C08F from 23-Jul-2003 to 16-Apr-2014
68. Sigma-Aldrich-863120 from 31-Jul-1998 to 15-Apr-2014
69. Staples-876951 from 26-Sep-1997 to 16-Apr-2014
70. Starbucks-884437 from 18-Dec-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
71. Stericycle-902518 from 30-Aug-2000 to 14-Apr-2014
72. Symantec-879358 from 04-Mar-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
73. Syrius-A1W8XE from 14-May-1998 to 17-Apr-2014
74. Tesla-A1CX3T from 01-Jul-2010 to 17-Apr-2014
75. Texas-Instruments-852654 from 05-Feb-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
76. Tractor-889826 from 17-Apr-2002 to 04-Feb-2014
77. TripAdvisor-A1JRLK from 06-Jan-2012 to 15-Apr-2014
78. Twenty-First-Century-A1WZP6 from 08-Feb-2002 to 17-Apr-2014
79. Verisk-A0YA2M from 04-Jan-2010 to 14-Feb-2014
80. Vertex-882807 from 04-Apr-2000 to 17-Apr-2014
81. Viacom-A0HM1Q from 05-Jan-1998 to 26-Mar-2014
82. VimpelCom-A0YE2R from 26-Apr-2010 to 17-Apr-2014
83. Vodafon-A1XD9Z from 01-Mar-2000 to 15-Apr-2014
84. Western-Digital-863060 from 23-Jan-1997 to 17-Apr-2014
85. Whole-Foods-886391 from 05-May-1998 to 17-Apr-2014
86. Wynn-Resorts-663244 from 05-May-2004 to 17-Apr-2014
87. Xilinx-880135 from 13-May-1996 to 07-Apr-2014
88. Yahoo-900103 from 02-May-1996 to 17-Apr-2014
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AppendixD
Tests
This section contains list of all tests, it’s components, BUY and SELL signal
conditions.
D.1 Test 03 DAX
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst
• DAX proove of hurst
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
(chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility)
D.2 Test 04 NASDAQ
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst
• NASDAQ proove of hurst
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
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D. Tests
D.3 Test 05 NASDAQ teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst3
• NASDAQ teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
D.4 Test 06 DAX teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst3
• DAX teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
D.5 Test 07 DAX teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst4
• DAX teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• ResturnNDays 16
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
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D.6. Test 07 DAX teach and test
D.6 Test 07 DAX teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst4
• DAX teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• ResturnNDays 32
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
D.7 Test 08 teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst5
• DAX teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• Moving Average Convariance 64 days
• ResturnNDays 32
• Moving Hurst 128, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
D.8 Test 09 NASDAQ teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst5
• NASDAQ teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• Moving Average Convariance 64 days
• ResturnNDays 32
• Moving Hurst 128, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos\_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
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D.9 Test 10 NASDAQ teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst6
• NASDAQ teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• Moving Average Convariance 64 days
• ResturnNDays 32
• Moving Hurst 128, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
D.10 Test 11 DAX teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst6
• DAX teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• Moving Average Convariance 64 days
• ResturnNDays 32
• Moving Hurst 128, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
D.11 Test 12 DAX teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst7
• DAX teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• Moving Average Convariance 32 days
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
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D.12. Test 13 NASDAQ teach and test
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND Close(iPrice) > avg_close(iAvg)
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility)
• SELL signal:
Close(iPrice) < avg_close(iAvg)
D.12 Test 13 NASDAQ teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst7
• DAX teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• Moving Average Convariance 32 days
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND Close(iPrice) > avg_close(iAvg)
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
• SELL signal:
Close(iPrice) < avg_close(iAvg)
D.13 Test 14 DAX teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst8
• DAX teach and test 1. 1/2 teach 2. 1/2 test
• Moving Average Convariance 32 days
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• BUY signal:
Close(iPrice) > avg_close(iAvg)
• SELL signal:
Close(iPrice) < avg_close(iAvg)
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D. Tests
D.14 Test 15 DAX teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst9
• DAX teach and test 1. 100 days teach 100 days test
• Moving Average Convariance 32 days
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• Teach length 100
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
D.15 Test 16 DAX teach and test
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst9
• DAX teach and test 1. 100 days teach 100 days test
• Moving Average Convariance 32 days
• ResturnNDays 8
• Moving Hurst 64, 8
• Teach length 100
• BUY signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) > levelTrend AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series(iChaos) < levelVolatility
D.16 Test 17 DAX MACD
• profitUsingMACD
• DAX
• BUY signal:
macdvec(iPrice) > nineperma(iPrice)
• SELL signal:
macdvec(iPrice) <= nineperma(iPrice)
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D.17. Test 18 NASDAQ MACD
D.17 Test 18 NASDAQ MACD
• profitUsingMACD
• NASDAQ
• BUY signal:
macdvec(iPrice) > nineperma(iPrice)
• SELL signal:
macdvec(iPrice) <= nineperma(iPrice)
D.18 Test 19 DAX MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst10
• DAX
• returnDays = 8
• hurstDays = 8 → 64
• hurstDays2 = 16 → 128
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos) AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.19 Test 20 NASDAQ MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst10
• NASDAQ
• returnDays = 8
• hurstDays = 8 → 64
• hurstDays2 = 16 → 128
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos) AND returns(iReturn > 0)
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
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D. Tests
D.20 Test 21 DAX MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst11
• DAX
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 8
• hurstDays = 8 → 64
• hurstDays2 = 16 → 128
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos) AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.21 Test 22 NASDAQ MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst11
• NASDAQ
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 8
• hurstDays = 8 → 64
• hurstDays2 = 16 → 128
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos) AND returns(iReturn) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.22 Test 23 DAX MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst12
• DAX
• smooth(Close)
• hurstDays = 8 → 64
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D.23. Test 24 NASDAQ MHCD
• hurstDays2 = 16 → 128
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - 1)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.23 Test 24 NASDAQ MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst12
• NASDAQ
• smooth(Close)
• hurstDays = 8 → 64
• hurstDays2 = 16 → 128
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - 1)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.24 Test 25 DAX MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst13
• DAX
• returnDays = 1 → 5
• hurstDays = 16 → 96
• hurstDays2 = 32 → 192
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (Close(iPrice) - Close(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
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D. Tests
D.25 Test 26 NASDAQ MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst13
• NASDAQ
• returnDays = 1 → 5
• hurstDays = 16 → 96
• hurstDays2 = 32 → 192
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (Close(iPrice) - Close(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.26 Test 27 DAX MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst14
• DAX
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 1 → 10
• hurstDays = 8 → 64
• hurstDays2 = 16 → 128
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.27 Test 28 NASDAQ MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst14
• NASDAQ
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 1 → 10
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D.28. Test 29 DAX MHCD
• hurstDays = 8 → 64
• hurstDays2 = 16 → 128
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.28 Test 29 DAX MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst15
• DAX
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 1 → 10
• hurstDays = 8 (RafalWeronHurst, chaos_sample_size = 2)
• hurstDays2 = 16 (RafalWeronHurst, chaos_sample_size = 2)
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.29 Test 30 NASDAQ MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst15
• NASDAQ
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 1 → 10
• hurstDays = 8 (RafalWeronHurst, chaos_sample_size = 2)
• hurstDays2 = 16 (RafalWeronHurst, chaos_sample_size = 2)
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
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D. Tests
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
D.30 Test 31 DAX MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst16
• DAX
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 1
• hurstDays = 16
• hurstDays2 = 32
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
• Profit with fee from investment 2000
D.31 Test 32 NASDAQ MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst16
• NASDAQ
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 1
• hurstDays = 16
• hurstDays2 = 32
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
• Profit with fee from investment 2000
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D.32. Test 32 DAX MHCD
D.32 Test 32 DAX MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst17
• DAX
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 1
• hurstDays = 16
• hurstDays2 = 32
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
• Profit with fee from investment 2000
D.33 Test 33 NASDAQ MHCD
• profitUsingReturnsAndHurst17
• NASDAQ
• smooth(Close)
• returnDays = 1
• hurstDays = 16
• hurstDays2 = 32
• BUY signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) <= chaos_series(iChaos)
AND (CloseFiltered(iPrice) - closeFiltered(iPrice - returnDays)) > 0
• SELL signal:
chaos_series_2(iChaos_2) > chaos_series(iChaos)
• Profit with fee from investment 2000
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